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St. Cloud State College
The institution which is now St. Cloud State College first opened its doors as
the Third State Normal Schoolin September, 1869. The first building was the old
Steams House, a hotel which was purchased by the State Legislature for $3,000
and was remodeled for use as a school. Classrooms for the Normal School were on
the first floor, classrooms for the "Model School" were on the second floor, and a
girls' dormitory was on the third. The original faculty consisted of Principal Ira
Moore and four assistants; the student body included 42 young women and 11
young men. In the years since this modest beginning, the school has developed
into a college of established reputation with a physical plant valued roughly at
$30 million and a faculty in excess of 500 members.
This development from normal school to college follows closely the pattern
of development of similar state institutions throughout the country. Until 1898 the
St. Cloud Normal School was essentially a secondary school with a few students
of college grade. From 1898 on, the Normal School began offering a full junior
college curriculum, and in 1914 the high school phase of the program was dropped.
In 1921 the college was authorized by the State Legislature to adopt the name of
St. Cloud State Teachers College, and in 1925 it was authorized to grant the fouryear degree, Bachelor of Education. The name of the degree was changed to
Bachelor of Science in 1940. The 1953 State Legislature authorized the College
to grant master's degrees for graduate work.
Authorization was given in 1946 to grant the Bachelor of Arts degree to students
completing a four-year general education course. Following the same pattern, a twoyear Associate in Arts degree in general or pre-professional education was authorized
in 1948.
Today the college is a multi-purpose institution offering undergraduate and
graduate programs of study in the School of Arts and Sciences, School of Business,
School of Education, Institute of Industrial Education and Technology and the
Graduate School.

ACCREDITATION
St. Cloud State College is a member of the American Council on Education,
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and of the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. It is accredited by the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
St. Cloud State College offers (1) BACHELOR OF SCIENCE degree programs
leading to professional and technical preparation, (2) BACHELOR OF ARTS degree
for students pursuing other four-year programs, (3) MASTER OF SCIENCE, (4)
MASTER OF ARTS, (5) MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION degrees,
(6) a two-year program leading to an ASSOCIATE IN ARTS degree for students
who do not wish to work toward a four-year degree, and (7) PRE-PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMS which cover one and two year curriculums leading to further study
in the professional fields at other colleges and universities.

ACADEMIC YEAR
St. Cloud State College operates on the quarter system offering three equal
quarters commencing in the middle of September and concluding early in June.
There are two five-week summer sessions, each offering a broad spectrum of the
regular academic year courses. Credits earned during the summer sessions may be
applied toward fulfillment of requirements of graduate programs in the same manner, and subject to the same regulations, as credits earned during the academic year.
The Summer Session Bulletin and quarterly program schedules may be obtained
by writing the Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs.
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EVENING CLASSES
St. Cloud State College offers a number of graduate courses on campus during
evenings of the regular school year. These courses may be used to satisfy graduate
degree requirements.
Each quarter a bulletin listing on-campus evening courses is published. Copies
may be obtained by writing the Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs.

GRADUATE FEES
Tuition fees for on-campus courses:
Residents
$ 9.00 per quarter credit
Non-residents . . . . . . . . . ..
19.00 per quart.er credit
Tuition fees for off-campus courses:
Residents and non-residents ...
$13.00 per quarter credit
Minimum tuition fee
$15.00
Student activity fee:
Regular school year: (per quarter)
6 credits or less .............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
$ 7.50
7 credits or more ... .
$1.5.00
Summer sessions: (per session)
4 credits or less .......... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .
$ 3.75
5 credits or more ............ . . . . . .. .
$ 7.50
Student union fee:
Regular school year: (per quarter)
$ 2.50
6 credits or less
$ 5.00
7 credits or more
Summer sessions: (per session)
$ 1.25
4 credits or less
$2 50
5 credits or more
Registration is not considered completed until all fees have been paid. Students who have not completed registration on Registration Day will be assessed a
Late Registration Fee of $5 for the first day, cumulative until registration is completed, at the rate of $2 for each additional day through the first five class days.
A fee of $1 is charged students who desire to alter their programs after classes
begin. All fees are subject to change by ruling of the State College Board.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
There are many opportunities for students who desire part-time employment.
A limited number of these are available on campus. The Office of Financial Aids
will assist giiaduate students who need part-time employment.
Graduate students who carry the full academic load should not plan to devote
any time to outside employment. In cases where it is necessary to devote time to
outside employment, the student's academic load should be reduced accordingly.
A number of assistantships are available. Interested students should contact the
chairman of the major department for further in.formation and details of application
requirements. Stipends vary according to percentage of time devoted to the work
assignment.

STUDENT AF'FAIRS
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
The Housing Office will assist graduate students in locating suitable houSling
in the community. It is recommended that arrangements for housing be made well in
advance of actual need.

COLLEGE SERVICES
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HEALTH SERVICE
Graduate students who pay student activity fees enjoy the same Health Setvice
privileges as the undergraduate students. Preventive and remedial health services
are provided. These services include physical examinations, communicable disease
control measures, some laboratory services, consultation concerning individual health
problems, some hospital and medical care, and health education.
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Graduate students are invited to participate in undergraduate activities (including drama, orchestra, band, and vocal music groups) which do not involve intercollegiate competition.
The college has an Intramural Athletic Department that offers all students opportunities to participate in recreational activities of an athletic nature.
The Concerts and Lectures Committee brings to the campus a variety of entertainment furnished by nationally recognized artists representing music, dance,
drama and lecture. There is usually one such evening program each month throughout the year. The programs are financed by the student activity fee; there is no
admission charge.
Opportunities for participation in student activities cover a large area of interests. Graduate students are urged to maintain a well-balanced co-curricular program to supplement their academic endeavors.

College Services
Academic services available on campus in addition to courses of study include
the Center for Economic Education, Educational Television and Learning Resources .

CENTER FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION
The Center for Economic Education provides an inter-school program that
emphasizes teacher education and the development of economic education curriculum materials for the education courses and other programs. The Center also
provides instruction, research and service to schools in Central Minnesota.

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
Educational Television facilities on campus are used for teaching courses and
for the production of college instruction via closed-circuit TV. Regular college
courses are also taught by regular instructors on off-campus television stations
through arrangements with the Coordinator for Radio and Television.

LEARNING RESOURCES
The main function of this area is to provide the college with library facilities,
including the Main Library and Campus School Library. In addition to this service
are the special areas in the Audiovisual Center and Curriculum Materials Center.
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Administrative services provided for the entire campus include the Auxiliary
Services, Campus Planning, Computer Services and Institutional Research.

AUXILIARY SERVICES
This office is responsible for the maintenance and security of the college's
buildings and land areas including the care and operation of all college equipment
and facilities. The office also supervises the bookstore, telephones, graphic arts
and food services.

CAMPUS PLANNING
This office is concerned with the expansion and development of the college's
buildings and land areas. In addition long-range planning of physical facilities and
developing policies regarding space utilization, construction, remodeling and related activities are coordinated through this office.

COMPUTER SERVICES
The Computer Center provides both educational and administrative services
with an IBM-1620 card system that gives students computer experience and an
IBM-1401 disk and tape system for programming and administration.

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
This office processes governmental questionnaires, advises faculty members on
research activities and initiates research projects with other professional groups and
institutions. In addition, they study student enrollment and class distribution.
Special services that reach off campus include Alumni and Placement Offices,
.nformation Services and Publications.

ALUMNI OFFICE
The alumni office maintains a £le of all graduates and publishes a magazine
to keep alumni informed about the College. The Alumni Association directs a
program of area reunions, sponsors alumni awards, participates in Homecoming
and other activities on campus.

PLACEMENT SERVICE
The placement office obtains accurate information concerning the character,
personality, preparation, aptitudes and experience of graduates for employing officials to assist students in obtaining suitable positions.
The Service also advises students in techniques of job application and informs them of vacancies.

INFORMATION SERVICE
As the official college news and sporu: information agency for the college,

this office disseminates information of gener:11 interest about the college to newspapers, radio and television stations and periodicals. The office also assists outside
groups in scheduling activities on the cam:?uS and helps coordinate the Master
Calendar.

PUBLICATIONS OFFICE
This office helps coordinate all college publications and printed materials for
faculty and students. Editing and specifications are prepared for the official bulletins off campus. In addition announcements and brochures for all departments are
supervised through this office and published in cooperation with the Printing Service.

Graduate Study
GENERAL PURPOSES
The program of graduate studies is adapted to the increased maturity, the
richer background, the stronger professional motivation, and the greater range of
intellectual interests which characterize post-baccalaureate students who are
accepted as candidates for the advanced degree at this college. The program is
planned cooperatively by learner and teacher and is rooted in the important aspects of study which find focus in the recognition and definition of a problem,
gathering of data, and interpretation and application of the learnings secured.
Emphasis is placed on directed reading, techniques of primary investigation,
independent and constructive thinking. High standards of performance in the
ability to organize and evaluate evidence and defend conclusions are required.
The purposes of graduate study at this college are:
a. To increase the professional and academic competence of students
who show promise of becoming superior workers. The programs are
designed to meet the needs of those who wish to continue preparation in their major fields by extending and augmenting their professional and cultural understandings and skills.
b. For students in professional education programs, to provide for the
concentrated study of the more strictly professional phases of preparation for teaching, especially where the undergraduate program did
not provide for those phases.
c. To develop appreciation, attitudes, and understandings characteristic
of educated persons.
d. To provide some preparation and experience in research to the end
that sensitivity to change and an attitude of intelligent inquiry may
be fostered .
ADMINISTRATION OF THE GRADUATE PROGRAM
Responsibility for the administrative direction of the Graduate Program is
delegated by the President of the College to the Graduate Council. The membership of the Graduate Council consists of the President, the Dean of Academic
Administration, the Dean, School of Graduate Studies, and a maximum of 15
members of the Graduate Faculty elected on a prorated basis by the Graduate
Faculty members in the Schools of Arts and Sciences, Business, and Education,
and in the Institute of Industrial Education and Technology. The Dean, School of
Graduate Studies serves as the executive officer of the Graduate Council.
The Graduate Council serves as the legislative body for the Graduate Program. Specifically, the Graduate Council acts on proposals for graduate course
changes, reacts to petitions for individual changes in graduate programs, takes
final action on the awarding of the Masters degree, studies the broad aspects of
the Graduate Program and effects major changes within the framework defined
by the Minnesota State College Board, and is responsible for the routine administration of the Graduate Program.
The decisions of the Graduate Council are reported to the Graduate Faculty
and to the Faculty Senate.

SUMMARY OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS
St. Cloud State College awards the following graduate degrees: Master of
Arts , Master of Business Administration, and Master of Science. The Fifth Year
Program in Teacher Education is also offered.
~!ASTER OF ARTS
This degree offers the candidate the opportunity to specialize in a particular
subject-matter fi eld. It is open to students with undergraduate liberal arts backgrounds as well as students who have completed Teacher Education programs.
Programs of studies leading to the ~faster of Arts degree have been approved for
the following majors: Art, Biology, English, History, Psychology, and Speech and
Dramatic Art. Other programs are in the process of development. All Master of
Arts programs require a thesis. Information concerning the program requirements
for a particular major may be found with the course offerings for the department.
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The Master of Business Administration program provides opportunity for the
advanced specialization in business management so necessary to rapid advancement
in executive positions in business, industry, and government. The program is
intended to give the student facility with analytical tools, knowledge of the functional areas of business, understanding of the business environment and opportunity
to develop a specialization consistent with his interests. Students may concentrate
in accounting, management, finance, insurance and real estate, or marketing. Thesis
and non-thesis plans are available. Program requirements may be found on page
48.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
This degree is designed primarily to pr,epare teachers and school service
personnel. Eligibility for these Teacher Education programs is limited to students
whose undergraduate preparation qualifies them for teacher certification. In addition, several degree programs have been designed for non-teachers. These are the
programs in Employment Counseling, Rehabilitation Counseling, and Speech
Science, Pathology and Audiology.
Elementary School Teachers
This program is designed to strengthen and broaden the academic and professional preparation of elementary classroom teachers. Students are required to
take 24 credits in courses related to teaching in the elementary school, 15 credits in
general studies, and the basic research and statistical methods courses. This program is available on both thesis and non-thesis plans. For specific program requirements, consult page 54 of this bulletin.
Junior High School Education
This program is designed for teachers who are or plan to become career junior
high school teachers. Special seminars and programs related to the junior high
school age students are included. Candidates are required to complete a minimum
of 18 credits in subject-matter areas. Two teaching fields are recommended. This
program is available on both thesis and non-thesis plans. For specific program
requirements, refer to page 56.
Secondary School Teachers
These programs are designed for teachers who desire to pursue specialization
in a secondary teaching field. A minimum of an undergraduate minor is required
for admission to most of the secondary majors at the graduate level. In some
programs an undergraduate major is required for admission. Specialization is
offered in the following areas: Art, Business Education, English, Geography,
History, Industrial Arts, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Social Science
(including Economics, Sociology, and Political Science), Speech and Dramatic Art,
Biological Science, Broad Science, and Physical Science. A few of these programs
are available under thesis plan only. For detailed program requirements, consult
the course and program listings under the major department.
Elementary and Second~,ry Principals
Programs are offered for both the elementary school principal and the secondary school principal. Both programs have been approved by the Minnesota
State Department of Education and lead to the Standard Administrators Certificate.
Both thesis and non-thesis plans are available. For program requirements, applicants interested in the elementary school principalship should consult page 55;
those interested in the secondary school prindpalship should refer to page 56.
Reading Specialists
In addition to background courses, students enrolled in the program for Reading Specialists are given opportunities to practice in the analysis and correction of
reading disabilities under supervised conditions. Successful completion of this
program qualifies the person for certification as a remedial reading teacher, developmental reading teacher, or reading consultant. This program is available on both
thesis and non-thesis plans. Detailed program requirements may be found on page
54.

GRADUATE STUDY
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Special Education Personnel
The major in Special Education is available on both thesis and non-thesis
plans. The ·thesis plan is primarily for students who have already met teacher
certification requirements and who desire advanced work. For students who are
working for initial certification, the non-thesis plan is recommended. For program
requirements, consult page 57.
Information Media (Library and Audiovisual Education)
With the current emphasis on modular scheduling and Instructional Materials Centers, the graduate program in Information Media has been developed
to support persons in the media (print and non-print) and curriculum areas.
Requirements for basic certification as well as the graduate degree can be met in
summer sessions. Available only on the non-thesis plan. Program requirements
may be found on page 64.
School Counseling
The School Counseling programs meet the basic certification requirements of
the Minnesota State Department of Education. Students pursue courses in the
various aspects of Guidance and Personnel work. This experience culminates in
a supervised practicum in counseling. Available on both thesis and non-thesis
plans. Program requirements may be found on page 67.
Supervisors of Art, Music, and Physical Education
Three programs have been developed for supervisors in the art, music, and
physical education areas. These programs have been approved by the Minnesota
State Department of Education for the Supervisor's Certificate. These programs
prepare the student to supervise and coordinate school programs in the area of
specialization. Thesis plan only. For program details, consult the course and program listings of the major department.
Employment Counselors
The Public Employment Service provides counseling and other manpower services to the unemployed and/or underemployed. Counseling in this setting is generally of a vocational nature although other psycho-social problems often complicate employability. The program in Employment Counseling provides the necessary qualifications for this service. Available on both thesis and non-thesis plans.
For further details, turn to page 68.
Rehabilitation Counselors
The Rehabilitation Counseling program is designed to prepare counselors to
assist disabled individuals to the fullest possible mental, social, physical, vocational, and economic restoration. Thesis and non-thesis plans are available. For
more detailed information on the program requirements, consult page 68.
Speech and Hearing Therapists
This program offers a combination of course work in the basic areas, seminars,
clinical practicum, and research to qualify the graduate for the certificate of
clinical competence awarded by the American Speech and Hearing Association.
Available on Plan A only. An outline of the program and descriptions of course
offerings can be found on page 46.
Fifth Year Program in Teacher Education
A planned Fifth Year Program is available for those teachers who do not
desire to work for a Master's degree or for those who do not otherwise qualify
to work for the Master's degree. Through careful advising, it is anticipated that
the Fifth Year of work will be integrated with the first four years of the student's
preparation. A minimum of 45 credits is required, about one-third of which must
be taken at the graduate level. The minimum honor point ratio required for
successful completion of this program is 2.25 ("C+"). For further details on the
Fifth Year Program, see page 18.
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ADMISSION TO GRADUATE STUDY
ADMISSION PROCEDURES
A student who wishes to pursue a program of graduate studies at St. Cloud
State College should contact the D ean, School of Graduate Studies, St. Cloud
State College, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301, for application materials. All application materials should be returned to the School of Graduate Studies far enough
in advance of the proposed date of registration to allow adequate time for complete processing of the application prior to registration.
The following materials are required:
l. Completed "Application for Admission to Advanced Studies" accompanied by
a $10 non-refundable Matriculation Fee made payable to St. Cloud State
College.
2 . Recommendations. The Graduate Office will send the required form to the
references listed on the application form.
3. Official transcripts. The applicant must have two copies of official transcripts
sent directly to the Office of Graduate Studies by each college or university
previously attended. Applicants who apply before receiving the baccalaureate
degree will be required to submit supplementary transcripts showing that the
degree has been conferred. Transcripts which the student submits personally
are not acceptable.
4. Entrance test scores. Students seeking the Master of Arts and Master of
Science degrees are required to take and submit official scores for the Graduate
Record Examination, Aptitude Test. Advanced tests are required by many
major departments. (See Admissions Test Information, page 11). Students seeking the Master of Business Administration degree must take the Admission Test
for Graduate Study in Business.
When all these materials are complete, the Graduate Office will conduct the
initial evaluation. Applicants who satisfy the requireinents of the Graduate School
will be processed to the appropriate graduate department for their recommendation. Following receipt of the departmental recommendation, the Graduate Office
will notify the applicant of the action taken on his application. When an applicant
is accepted for graduate study, he will be assigned an adviser by the department.
The adviser will help the student formulate a plan of study leading to the accomplishment of the student's objectives in pursuing graduate work.
ADMISSION POLICY
Requirements for admission to the School of Graduate Studies are established
by the Graduate Council. These requirements include:
l. An earned baccalaureate degree granted by an accredited college or university.
2. A 2.75 cumulative grade point average (based on a 4.0 grading system) for all
previous undergraduate academic work, or a 2.90 grade point average in the
last two years of the applicant's undergraduate program.
!llany departments have adopted more restrictive admission requirements to
their programs. Applicants must satisfy both the general requirements of the
Graduate School and any additional requirements imposed by the major department.
3. In some instances, applicants who hold a baccalaureate degree from an unaccredited college or who do not meet the grade point average requirement
may be considered for conditional acceptance. A careful examination of the
applicant's previous record and Graduate Record Examination scores by tbe
major department and the Dean, School of Graduate Studies will be used on
the basis for a recommendation for conditional admission. Applicants who are
admitted on a conditional basis will be re-evaluated upon completion of 15
graduate credits earned at St. Cloud State College. Conditionally admitted
students who fail to maintain a B average in the first 15 credits are not eligible
to continue in the program.
Permission to Register
An applicant who has not completed all of the admission requirements prior
to the date when he wishes to begin a grnduate program may in some cases be
granted permission to register for course w,Jrk. To qualify, he must have satisfied,
or agree to satisfy during his first quarter of registration, all requirements of the
Graduate School. To obtain permission, the student should contact the Gra<lnate
Office for a Supplemental Application Fom1.

GRADUATE STUDY
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Credit Earned Before Admission
Only 9 quarter hours of graduate credit earned at St. Cloud State College
prior to formal admission to the graduate program, or the credits completed in the
first quarter of registration (whichever is greater) will be permitted to apply toward
completion of a Master's degree. Acceptance of credit earned in excess of these
figures must be approved by petition to the Graduate Council.
Special Students
Under certain conditions, an applicant who has a satisfactory academic record,
but is not working toward a degree, may be permitted to register as a "Special
Student." Should a "Special Student" subsequently desire to pursue a degree program, he will be required to meet all admission requirements.
Registration by Undergraduate Students
Undergmduate students who have 12 quarter credits or less to complete for
graduation from this college may petition the Graduate Council to enroll in graduate courses for the balance of the normal load. Approval of the petition will be
based on the potential admissability of the student to the graduate program. The
maximum load permitted is 16 quarter credits of undergraduate and graduate credit
combined.

ADMISSION TEST INFORMATION
Regulations of the Graduate Council require that all students seeking a degree
take either the Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test or the Admission Test
for Graduate Study in Business. Many departments also require the Graduate
Record Examination Advanced Test in the major field. The following majors require the Advanced Test as indicated:
Major
Biology
Business Education
Geography
History
English
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Psychology
Rehabilitation Counseling
Employment Counseling

Advanced Test
Biology
Business
Geography
History
Literature in English
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education (for other than
St. Cloud graduates)
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology

School Counseling

Psychology

Speech
Elementary Teaching
Elementary Administration
Jr. High School Education
Reading Specialist
Secondary Administration
Special Education
Information Media

Speech
Education
Education
Advanced test in academic major
Education
Education
Education
Education

Graduate Record Examinations are scheduled throughout the United States
in January, February, April, July, October, and December.
The student should take these tests at least three months prior to the date he
intends to start classes. Pre-registration directly with the Educational Testing Service is required several weeks in advance of test administration dates. Detailed information and registration forms may be obtained from the Graduate Office or from
the Educational Testing Service, Box 955, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 or 1947
Center Street, Berkeley, California 94704.
An applicant who has taken the Graduate Record Examination more than five
years prior to the date of his application will be required to repeat the examination.
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The Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business is scheduled throughout
the United States and many foreign countries in February, April, July, and November. Pre-registration directly with the Educational Testing Service is required
several weeks in advance of test administration daites. Information and registration
forms can be obtained from the Graduate Office or by writing directly to the
Educational Testing Service, Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business, Box
966, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
REGISTRATION PERMITS
Registration procedures are established by the Registrar's Office and published
with the quarter or summer session schedule:;. In order to register for graduate
course work, all students must obtain a permit from the Graduate Studies Office.
The permit must be submitted to the Registrar each time the student registers for
graduate classes. Three kinds of permits are available.
Permanent Permit
This registration permit will be issued to students who have completed all
admission requirements and have been formally admitted to a graduate program.
The permit entitles the student to register for all course work in his planned program of studies. Submitted to the Registrar each time the student registers for
graduate classes, it will be returned with the registration cards.
Temporary Permit
Students who are approved to register for graduate classes prior to formal
acceptance in a graduate program will be issued a Temporary Perm1t. Students
registering on a Temporary Permit must agree to complete all requirements for
admission to graduate study during the first quarter of registration. A Permanent
Permit is required for subsequent registrations. In special circumstances the student may be granted a one quarter extension by the Dean of Graduate Studies.

Special Permit
This is an initial registration permit for students who do not intend to pursue
a graduate program at this institution. Credit earned under this special permit is
subject to regulations regarding transfer, and credit is not transferable to a degree
program except by meeting all requirements for Admission to Graduate Study and
submitting a petition to the Graduate Council. Students with a Special Permit will
be admitted to classes only after degree students have been accommodated.

ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY
Admission to Graduate Study does not admit a student to Candidacy for a
degree. Admission to Candidacy is conditioned upon the record the student makes
in his graduate studies and upon evaluation of the student's qualifications for
graduate study.
When the student has completed a minimum of 12 credits (15 credits for
students admitted conditionally) at St. Cloud State College and prior to completing
24 credits, each student should contact the Graduate Studies Office to make application for Admission to Candidacy for the degree.
To be eligible in addition to the credit requirements stated, the student must
have:
1. Satisfied all conditions attached to his admission.
2. Satisfactorily completed the departmental examination(s).
(Contact adviser or the Graduate Office to determine if required.)
3. Maintained a B average in the major and all course work completed.
All students are required to develop a Program of Studies which must be
approved by the adviser and the Graduate Dean. Students on a thesis plan must
also have a Thesis Conference to approve the thesis outline.
The Graduate Office will review the student's record to determine his eligibility
for Admission to Candidacy according to the criteria listed above, and notify the
student's adviser of his status.
APPROVED PROGRAM (Required of Plans A and B)
The student should develop his proposed program of course work in consultation with his adviser, according to procedures established by the major department.
The student should review the program requirements outlined in this bulletin. Upon
being approved, all three copies of the Program, accompanied by the Action Blank,
should be returned to the Graduate Office by the adviser.

GRADUATE STUDY
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The D ean, School of Graduate Studies will review the proposed program and
give final approval. In cases where changes are required, before final approval is
given, the D ean will consult with the adviser and the student.
Once the program has b een approved, any deviation from it must receive prior
approval of the adviser and the Graduate Dean through the petition process.
Petitions for change must be submitted in duplicate.
When the student's progmm receives final approval, Plan B (non-thesis) students will be notified that they have been re-classified to Candidacy for the Master's
degree. Students on Plan A, Thesis programs must arrange for a Thesis Conference as outlined below.
THESIS CONFERENCE (Plan A students only)
A Thesis Conference shall be held for each Plan A candidate. The student
shall request that a Thesis Conference be scheduled by the Graduate Office after
the student has completed twelve (12) credits and prior to completing thirty (30)
credits. To be eligible, the student must have developed an officially approved
program (outlined above) or have such a program in process.
The student shall prepare five copies of the Thesis outline for presentation
to the Graduate Office two weeks prior to the time requested for the Thesis Conference. The student's adviser, one other Graduate Faculty member from the
major department, and one other Graduate Faculty member from a related field
shall comprise the faculty representation.
The adviser will notify the Graduate Office of the action of the Thes,is Conference on the proposal, including the appointment of the second reader. The
adviser and the second reader will comprise the Thesis Committee.
When both the Approved Program and the Thesis Proposal have been accepted,
the Graduate Office will reclassify the thesis student to Candidacy for the Master's
D egree.
Preparation of the Thesis
The following general regulations govern the preparation of the Master's
Thesis:
1. The Master's Thesis shall be carried out under the supervision of the Thesis
Committee, appointed at the Thesis Conference, and consisting of the student's
adviser and another graduate faculty member chosen on the basis of his potential advisory value in the area of the Master's Thesis. The Thesis Committee
shall be included in the membership of the student's Final Evaluation Committee.
2. The student will register for Master's Thesis in the same manner as he registers
for classwork; however, the credits fo r Thesis may be spread over more than
one registration period.
3. The satisfactory completion of the Master's Thesis will be reported as "S"
(satisfactory). If all requirements for the Master's Thesis have not been met
by the end of th e quarter or session in which it was registered, the work will
be reported as "In Progress." The Master's Thesis must be completed within
th e 7-year time limit set for the completion of the Master's degree.
4. The original and first carbon copy of the Thesis shall be filed with the Graduate
Council no later than 2 weeks before the eompletion of the work for the
Master's degree, but before the Thesis is submitted, it must have the approval
of th e Thesis Committee. When the Final Evaluation Committee has approved
the Thes is in its final form, th e original and first carbon copy shall be submitted to the College Bookstore via the Graduate Office for binding. Both
copies shall be bound in black buckram covers, and the title shall be printed
in gold lettering on the front cover and back edge.
5. Two copies of an abstract of not more than 500 words shall be submitted to
the Graduate Studies office; the abstract shall have the approval of the Thesis
Committee b efore it is submitted.
6. Standards for th e preparation of the Thesis are those embodied in Form and
Style in Thesis Writing, written by William G. Campbell, and published by
Hou gh ton Mifflin (1954) unless otherwise specified by the department.
7. The student should contact the Graduate Office to obtain "Instructions for
the Preparation of the Master's Thesis," which provides more detailed information.
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GRADUATION
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION
A candidate for the Master's degree must file an Application for Graduation
with the Dean, School of Graduate Studies at the beginning of the quarter or
session during which he plans to complete work for the degree. In addition, the
degree candidate must arrange to have a Certificate of Readiness for Graduation
filed in his behalf by his adviser.
FINAL EVALUATION PROCEDURE
The candidate for the Master's degree shall take the final evaluation during
the last quarter of his graduate program. He shall not be permitted to take the
final examination if he has less than a "B" average in his major and in the total
program.
All candidates on thesis programs are required to pass a Final Oral Examination. In addition, some departments require a Written Comprehensive Examination
which must be taken at least one week prior to the Final Oral Examination. All
candidates on non-thesis plans are required to pass a Final Written Comprehensive
Examination.
Final Oral Examination
At least two weeks prior to the close of the quarter in which he intends to
graduate, the student must request the Graduate Office to schedule a Final Oral
Examination. At this time he must submit the original and first carbon copy of
the thesis.
The Final Oral Examination is conducted by the Final Evaluation Committee,
consisting of three members. Membership shall consist of the adviser, another
Graduate Faculty member from the major department, and one Graduate Faculty
member appointed at large. A majority vote of the Final Evaluation Committee
is required to pass the oral examination.
Written Comprehensive Examination
Candidates for the Master's degree under Plan B are required to pass a final
Written Comprehensive Examination based on the major. This examination is
developed, administered, and evaluated by members of the staff responsible for
the major program. The candidate must notify his adviser of his intention to take
the Final Written Comprehensive Examination at the beginning of the quarter in
which he intends to complete the degree requirements. The candidate's adviser is
chairman of this Examination Committee, which is appointed by the department
chairman, and which shall consist of at least three members. A majority vote of
the Examining Committee is required to pass the Written Comprenhensive Examination . A candidate who fails in his first attempt may, with the approval of his
adviser, take the examination a second time, but the candidate may not re-take
the examination during the same quarter or summer session in which he failed it.
A third chance to pass the examination shall not be permitted.

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
It is the responsibility of the Graduate Dean to certify that a student has met
all of the following requirements for the degree sought.
1. Application for the degree at the beginning of the quarter which the degree
is to be granted.
2. The student must have satisfactorily completed all courses as required in his
Approved Program. All changes must be substantiated by an approved fetition.
3. He must have maintained a B (3.0) average in his major and in his tota course
work.
·
4. He must have satisfactorily completed the required final examination(s), written,
oral, or both.
5. Students on Thesis Plan must have submitted two copies of the abstracts to
the Graduate Office. The original and first carbon of the thesis must also have
been submitted for binding.
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Degrees are conferred and commencement exercises held at the close of each
quarter (except I Summer Session). While attendance at these exercises is not
compulsory, students are urged to participate. Students will receive instructions
from the Academic Affairs Office.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
MASTER'S THESIS (Plan A)
Graduate students are expected to be able to (1) define problem areas; (2)
locate and identify material relevant to the problem; (3) interpret and evaluate the
material; and (4) report the findings in a logical and intelligible form.
Students enrolled in the Master of Arts program and in Plan A of the Master
of Science and Master of Business Administration programs will show evidence of
the mastery of these skills by the completion of a Master's Thesis. A student whose
Master's degree program requires completion of a thesis must earn a minimum of
45 credits including 3-9 hours of thesis credit. For a complete outline of course
requirements and thesis option, consult the program description listed under the
major department.
ALTERNATE PLAN (Plan B)
Many departments offer a non-thesis option. Where departmental requirements
permit, the student may select either the thesis or non-thesis plan, subject to
approval by the major department. Plan B students must earn a minimum of 48
credits in graduate-level course work.
COURSE LOAD
The normal student load is 12 credits per quarter for the regular year. A
student may be permitted to carry a maximum load of 16 quarter hours. Requests
for permission to carry loads in excess of 16 credits per quarter will not be approved.
During the Summer Quarter (two sessions), the normal load is also 12 quarter
hours. The maximum creJits which can be earned in both sessions is 16 quarter
hours. The maximum load in any one session is 9 quarter hours.
Students who enroll in on-campus graduate courses while holding a full-time
job are permitted to carry no more than 6 credits per quarter; the maximum load
for students who enroll in off-campus graduate courses is 4 credits per quarter.
TRANSFER POLICY
St. Cloud State College will allow the transfer of a maximum of 9 quarter
hours of gradua te work completed at other colleges and universities. To be considered for transfer, the credits must have been earned at an institution approved
to give graduate work at the time the credit was earned, must be appropriate to
the student's program, and th e mark earned must be B or better.
Graduate credit will not be allowed for credits earned through correspondence
study.
After the student has been accepted as a Candidate for the Master's degree,
no additional transfer credits will be accepted unless the student has received
prior approval via the petition process.
CREDJT EARNED BEFORE ADMISSION

Only 9 quarter hours of graduate credit earned at St. Cloud State College
prior to formal admission to the graduate program, or the credits completed in
the first quarter of registration (whichever is greater) will be permitted to apply
toward completion of a Master's degree. Acceptance of credit earned in excess
of these figures must be approved by petition to the Graduate Council.
FIELD TRIPS
No more than 9 credits earned by field trips may be counted toward completion of a Master's degree.
TIME LIMIT
All credits (including transfer credits) used in meeting requirements for the
"!llaster's degree must be earned within 7 years prior to the awarding of the degree.
RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT
Residence credit is credit earned in on-campus courses offered by St. Cloud
State College. Candidates for the Master's degree must earn a minimum of 36
quarter hours in on-campus courses, at least 15 of which must be earned in day
classes. The last 8 quarter hours must be earned in residence.
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MARKS
The following marks are used in reporting the caliber of the graduate student's
achievement: A (excellent), B (good), C (acceptable), and D (unsatisfactory). When
the student has completed all of the requirements for the Master's Thesis, his
adviser will submit a mark of "S" (satisfactory).
With the exception of the Master's Thesis, courses not completed during the
regularly scheduled period will be recorded as "Incomplete." Such "Incomplete"
must be removed by the student within a quarter in order to receive credit for the
course; if "incomplete" is not removed, a grade of "D" will be recorded.
If the student has not met all of the requirements of the Master's Thesis by
the end of the quarter or session in which it was registered, the Thesis will be
reported as "In Progress." The Master's Thesis must be completed within the
7-year time limit set for the completion of the Master's degree.
Graduate students, accepted as candidates for the Master's degree, whose
records show less than a "B" average at the completion of the approved program
of courses may be permitted to register for a maximum of 8 additional quarter
hour credits to be earned in courses approved by the Graduate Council. If, after
the completion of these 8 additional credits, the student has less than a "B" average, he will be denied further registration at the graduate level.
STANDARD OF SCHOLARSHIP
Candidates for the Master's degree must maintain a "B" average in both the
major field and the total program. Courses in which a mark of "D" was earned
will not be accepted for gr,iduate credit. The honor point deficiency created by
such marks must be made up by marks of "A" in other courses. If a course is repeated, both marks are used in determining the total scholarship average.
The marks for all courses taken at the graduate level at this college are
included when the scholarship average is calculated.
Students may not apply for candidacy before a "B" average has been achieved
in both the major and in all graduate work taken here. Students who are delayed
in applying for candidacy because of scholarship deficiencies will be required to
register for 15 quarter credits of work after they have been accepted for candidacy
for the Master's degree. The latter regulation applies to all students who are
late in applying for candidacy.
Students who have less than a "B" average in the major and/or the total program will not be permitted to take the final oral or written comprenhensive examinations.
Marks earned in courses accepted in transfer are not included in the calculation of the scholarship average.
The Graduate Council may refuse further registration on the basis of unsatisfactory scholarship.
DROP POLICY
Regular Quarter
A student may change his program prior to the start of classes. These withdrawals will not be recorded on the student's record.
For the first twenty-one calendar days of the quarter, a student may withdraw
with a mark of "W."
After twenty-one calendar days, students who withdraw from a class will
receive a mark of "D" except when the withdrawal is due to circumstances beyond
his control. In such situations, the Graduate Studies Office may approve a mark
of "W."
Summer Sessions:

A student may change his program prior to the start of classes. These withdrawals will not be recorded on the student's record.
For the first eleven calendar days of the session, a student may withdraw
with a mark of "W."
After the eleventh calendar day, students who withdraw from a class will
receive a mark of "D" except when the withdrawal is clue to circumstances beyond
his control. In such situations, the Gradua te Studies Office may approve a mark
of "W."
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTE~I
Courses numbered from 500-699 may be used to satisfy the requirements of
graduate degrees. Many courses carry double numbers, e.g. 450-550. These courses
are open to advanced undergraduate and to graduate students. To receive graduate
credit, the student must register for the 50(• number. Courses open only to graduate students are numbered 600-699.
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AUDITORS
Auditors may enroll for courses by securing the perm1ss10n of the instructor
of the course and the Dean, School of Graduate Studies. Auditors pay the regular
fees.
Auditors are not permitted to take the course examinations nor will they be
given credit for the courses audited.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION CORE
All Master of Science degree programs in Teacher Education curriculums require course work in Professional Education. Wherever program requirements
refer to the Professional Core, the following requirements pertain:

to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
of

PLAN A
Candidates for most Master of Science degrees under Plan A are required
take 3 of the following courses:
Ed. 616: Philosophy of Education, 3 credits.
Ed. 659: Problems in American Education, 3 credits.
Ed. 660: Elementary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
or
Ed. 661: Secondary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
Ed. 667: Human Relations, 3 credits.
Psy. 663: Theories of Learning, 3 credits.
Psy. 678: Statistical Methods, 3 credits.
Only 1 of the 2 curriculum courses may be counted toward the completion
Professional Core requirements.

PLAN B
Candidates for most Master of Science degrees under Plan B must meet the
following Professional Core requirements:
A. Prescribed: Psy. 678: Statistical Methods, 3 credits, or an equivalent graduatelevel statistics course.
B. Elect at least 2 of the following courses (If an equivalent graduate-level
statistics course has been substituted for Psy. 678, the student must elect at
least 3 of the following courses):
1. Ed. 616: Philosophy of Education, 3 credits.
2. Ed. 659: Problems in American Education, 3 credits.
3. Ed. 660: Elementary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
or
Ed. 661: Secondary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
4. Ed. 667: Human Relations, 3 credits.
5. Psy. 663: Theories of Learning, 3 credits.
Only 1 of the 2 curriculum courses may be counted toward the completion of
Professional Core requirements.
GENERAL STUDIES CORE
Most Master of Science degree programs require 9 credits in General Studies.
All General Studies courses must be selected from disciplines other than the
undergraduate major or minor, the graduate major and professional education.
A. A minimum of 6 credits must be taken in the following General Studies Core:
Biology 602: Modern Biological Concepts. 3 credits.
Business Education 607: Business for General Education. 3 credits.
Chemistry 601 (Physics 601): Major Developments in Physical Science. 3 credits.
Education 628: School and the Social Order. 3 credits.
English 695: The Great Classics. 3 credits.
Industrial Education 601: Technology and Man. 3 credits.
Information Media 604: Information Media in Society. 3 credits.
Music 623: Music in Western Civilization. 3 credits.
Philosophy 542: History of American Philosophical Thought. 4 credits.
Philosophy 650: Contemporary Philosophy. 3 credits.
Psychology 621: Psychology in Human Affairs. 3 credits.
Social Science 630: Problems in the Social Sciences. 3 credits.
B. If the student elects to take the additional 3 credits in an area outside the
General ·Studies Core, the course must be selected from disciplines other than
the undergraduate major or minor, the graduate major, and professional education.

The Fifth Year Program
in Teacher Education
The Fifth Year Program in Teacher Education is intended to provide a systematic basis for study beyond the baccalaureate degree for teachers who do not plan
to qualify for a Master's degree. Work included in the Fifth Year Program is
selected to strengthen the student primarily in the area taught. A person who has
less than an undergraduate minor may not choose that field for his Fifth Year major.
As nea rly as possible, a student's Fifth Year Program will be planned to provide
an integrated five-year program of preparation for teaching.
ADMISSION
Students seeking admission to the Fifth Year Program must complete the application form and submit it to the Graduate Studies Office. They must also make
arrangements to have two official copies of the undergraduate transcript sent from
the college where the work was completed to the Graduate Studies Office. All
transfer work must be substantiated by two copies of official transcripts sent from
the college where the work was taken.
An applicant will be granted admission to the Fifth Year Program if he holds
a baccalaureate degree in teacher education from a college or university accredited
by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, or the appropriate
regional accrediting agency, or from a college recognized by the state univen;ity
of the state in which the college or university is located.
If the applicant holds a baccalaureate degree from an unaccredited ins,titution,
he will be admitted to the Fifth Year Program after (1) he produces evidence that
he holds a valid teacher's certificate in the state where he teaches and (2) he completes 15 quarter hours of creditable work at this college.
Upon formal admission to the program, the student will be assigned an adviser.
The adviser will assist the student in planning a program that has clear relevance
to his professional goals.
PLANNING THE FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM
Before he has completed 16 quarter hours of his Fifth Year Program, the
student must, with counsel from his adviser, outline the courses that he plans to
take to complete Fifth Year Program requirements. He may obtain the necessary
forms from the Graduate Studies Office. The application blank must be prepared
in triplicate. After the adviser has endorsed each of the three copies, he will send
them to the Graduate Studies Office for processing and distribution. One copy
will b e placed in the applicant's file in the Graduate Studies Office ; one copy will
be returned to the adviser; and the third copy will be sent to the applicant. Any
subsequent changes in the applicant's Fifth Year Program must have the prior
approval of his adviser and the Dean, School of Graduate Studies via the petition
process.
REQUIRHfENTS FOR THE FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM
In order to complete the Fifth Year Program, the candidate must have met
the following requirements:
1. He must have earned a minimum of 45 quarter hours of creditable work; in
secondary school programs, 15 of these credits must have been taken in courses
open only to graduate students; in elementary school programs, 15 of these
credits must have been taken at the graduate level.
a. He must have earned a minimum of 32 quarter hours in his major and
related areas.
b. He must have earned a minimum of 8 quarter hours in Professional
Education.
c. He must have taken Eel. 514; In terpretation of Research, 3 credits, or
Eel. 515: Introduction to Research. 3 credits.
2. At the beginning of the session or quarter when he plans to complete his work,
he must file a Certificate of Readiness for Fifth Year Program completion with
the Dean, School of Graduate Studies; this certificate must have the approval
of the adviser.
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CREDITS APPLICABLE
Of the 45 credits required to complete the program, a mm1mum of 30 credits,
including the last 8, must be earned in residence at St. Cloud State College.
A maximum of 15 quarter hour credits of "C" or better will be accepted in
any one or a combination of the following categories:
I. Transfer Credits from Accredited Colleges or Universities.
A: Graduate credits
B. Advanced undergraduate credits earned after the granting of the Bachelor's
degree.
II. Special Areas.
From St. Cloud State College or other accredited colleges or universities:
A. Extension, TV, and Correspondence:
No more than nine (9) quarter hours credit will be accepted in this category.
B. Tours:
No more than nine (9) quarter hours credit will be accepted in this category.
COURSE LOAD
The maximum load for Fifth Year Program students is 16 quarter hours per
quarter and 8 quarter hours per summer session.
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
Courses numbered in the 300, 400, 500, and 600 series are creditable in th e
Fifth Year Program. Courses carrying numbers in the lO0's and 200's may not be
included in this program.
FEES
Students enrolled in the Fifth Year Program will pay undergraduate fees when
they enroll in undergraduate (300- and 400-numbere<l) comses and graduate fees
when they enroll in 500- or 600-numbered courses.
MARKS
The academic achievement of students is recorded by the following system of
marks : "A" excellent; "B" good; "C" average; "D" not acceptable; and "E" failing.
The mark "X" is given <luring the early quarter or quarters of a course which must
be taken in a series of more than one quarter or sessions before any credit is
earned. "S' means satisfactory performance in courses for which no more precise
mark is generally available. "U" means unsatisfactory. Courses not completed
during the regularly scheduled period will be recorded as "I" for Incomplete. Such
lncompletes must be removed by students within the next quarter in order to receive
credit for the course. For auditing the mark recorded will be "V."
STANDARD OF SCHOLARSHIP

Candidates for the Fifth Year Program must maintain an honor point ratio of
at least 2.25 in the major and in the total program.
Courses in which a mark of "D" or "E" was earned will not be credited toward completion of the Fifth Year Program.
A Fifth Year student may repeat one time a course which he failed or in which
he received a "D ". When a course is repeated, both the old and the new marks
will appear on his record. Both marks earned will be usecl in computin g the honor
point ratio.
Only courses taken at St. Cloud State College are used in computing the
honor point ratio.
TIME LIMIT
All credits used in completing the Fifth Year Program must be earned within
10 years of th e completion of the program.
COMPLETION OF THE FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM
The satisfactory completion of an approved Fifth Year Program in Teacher
Education is verified by an appropriate statement on the transcript.

All-College Courses
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
EDUCATIONAL TOURS
(Name of Department) 510 Educational Tours. Tours taken under supervision of the
College. Exact nature of course will be defined by the department involved,
subject to approv!tl of the administration.
1-8 credits.
GREAT ISSUES
501, 502, 503. Organized around a different theme
disciplinary approach to significant problems
jointly by St. Cloud State College, St. John's
St. Benedict. Open to students by invitation.
consecutive quarters for total of 6 credits.

each year. Emphasis on interand important issues. Offered
University, and the College of
2 credits per quarter for three

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
(Name of Depa~tment) 588 (Special title for each offering). Television courses offered under supervision of the college. Exact nature of course is defined by the
department offering it, subject to approval of the administration. 2-4 credits.
WORKSHOPS
(Name of Department) 595 (Special title for each offering). Area limited and specific
subjects selected before workshop is announced.
2-8 credits.

The School of Arts and Sciences
Donald E. Sikkink, Ph.D., Dean

DEPARTMENT OF ART
James P. Roy, Ed.D., Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS
The applicant for admission to this program must have the equivalent of an
undergraduate major in Art. For unconditional admittance, he must have an undergraduate honor point ratio of 2.8 or above; applicants whose undergraduate honor
point ratio is less than 2.8 may be admitted conditionally. The applicant also must
submit a portfolio of original work. Contact the Chairman, Department of Art, for
specific instructions of what should be included in the portfolio and how it should
be submitted.
At least 15 credits must be earned in courses in which enrollment is Lmited
to graduate students.
I. Courses in Art
Minimum 18 credits in major field in Art.
Minimum 9 credits in minor field in Art.
Minimum 12 credits in Art History.
Minimum 4 credits in Philosophy of Art.
Minimum 3 credits, Thesis.
II. A minimum of 46 credits is required for the Master of Arts degree in Art.
III. A quarterly review of studio work completed in the major field of study must
show satisfactory achievement.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Art Education
The student must have completed at least an undergraduate minor in Art in
order to choose it as his major at the graduate level. In some cases, it may be
necessary for the applicant to complete some prerequisite undergraduate work even
though he may have an undergraduate major or minor. Available under Plan A only.
I. Major: 24 credits, including Art 699 Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615: Introduction to Research .
3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Art Supervision
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in the program for Art Supervisors,
he must be eligible for a Minnesota Teacher's Certificate for the appropriate area.
The applicant must have two years of teaching experience in the field he plans to
supervise before he will be accepted as a candidate for the Master's degree.
The folJowing program has been approved by the Minnesota State Department

of Education for meeting the requirements of the Supervisor's Certificate:
I. Major: A minimum of 18 quarter credits must be earned in the special subject
field:
A. For applicants with undergraduate elementary school preparation.
1. Prerequisite:
Art 102: DESIGN II, 3 er.
2. Prescribed:
Art 692, 3 er.
Art 694, 4 er.
Art 696. 3 er.
Art 695, 4 er.
3. Electives: ·
Art 603, 4 er.
Art 693, 2 er. or Art 690, 2 er.
B. For applicants with undergraduate secondary school preparation and
with an Art major:
1. Prescribed:
Art 692, 3 er.
Art 693, 2 er.
Art 696, 3 er.
Art 694, 4 er.
Art 690, 2 er.
2. Electives A minimum of four credits must be elected from approved
courses in Art.
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II.

A minimum of 18 credits must be earned in administration, supervision, and
and curriculum:
A. Administration (Minimum: 6 credits).
Ed. 674, Educational Administration, 3 er.
Ed. 692, Elementary School Administration, 3 er.
B. Supervision (Minimum: 6 credits).
Ed. 655, 3 er. Modern Trends in Elementary Education, 3 er.
Ed. 696, 3 er. Elementary School Supervision, 3 er.
C. Curriculum (Minimum: 6 credits).
Ed. 660, 3 er. Elementary School Curriculum, 3 er.
Ed. 661, 3 er. Secondary School Curriculum, 3 er.
III. Ed. 615, Introduction to Research, 3 er.
IV. Psy. 678, Statistical Methods, 3 er.
V. Art 699 Master's Thesis, 3 er.

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537

538

Ancient and Classical Art. The a11t of the great ancient civilizations including
Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Aegean, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman. Prerequisite:
Art 320.
4 credits.
Early Christian and Medieval Art. Christian art from the catacombs of Rome
to the Gothic Cathedrals of Western Europe and the art of the Byzantine
Empire. Prerequisite: Art 320.
4 credits.
Renaissance Art. The art of the Italian Renaissance beginning with Giotto
and including the masters of 15th and 16th century northern Europe. Prerequisite: Art 320.
4 credits.
Baroque and Roccoco Art. European Art of the 17th and 18th Centuries including E!Greco, Rembrandt, Bernini, etc. Prerequisite: Art 320.
4 credits.
European 19th Century Art. Neo-Classicism, Romanticism, Realism, Impressionism and Postimpressionism are emphasized. Prerequisite: Art 320. 4 credits.
History of American Art I. Art of America from the Indian cultures through
the United States of the pre-Civil War period.
4 credits.
History of American Art II. Painting, sculpture, architecture, prints, and crafts
from the Civil War to present.
4 credits.
Modern Art. The great modern movements of the 20th century including
Fauvism, Cubism, Constructivism, de Sty!, Dada, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, etc. Also includes innovations in architecture such as those associated with the Bauhaus. Prerequisite: Art 320.
4 credits.
Non-Western Art History. Non-western cultures including India, China, Japan,
and Russia.
4 credits.

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
600

603
610
615
616
620
630
641
642

Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Art.
1-4 credits.
Design Laboratory. Creative experimentation in many materials and critical
analysis of result. Prerequisite: Art 102 and Art 301 or equivalent. 4 credits.
Drawing. Practice in pictorial composition with various techniques and media
of expression.
3-9 credits.
Life Drawing I. Practice in pictorial composition with various techniques
and media of expression. Emphasis on anatomy of human body.
3-9 credits.
Life Drawing II. Advanced practice in pictorial composition with various
techniques and media of expression. Emphasis on anatomy of human body.
3-9 credits.
Advanced Theory. Foundations of criticism, form analysis, psychology, and
philosophy of art.
4 credits.
Art Seminar. Lectures, readings, and discussions on selected artists and their
works.
2-4 credits.
Painting I. Advanced expression in foe painting media; organization, color
and technique. Prerequisite: 2 undergraduate courses in painting or permission
of the department chairman .
3-9 credits.
Painting II. Continued work in painting media leading to development in
individual expression. Prerequisite: Ari: 641.
3-9 credits.
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Watercolor Painting. Practice in transparent watercolor painting, casein,
tempera, and combined media.
2-6 credits.
651 Prints and Composition I. Advanced experience in printing methods and composition. Developing previously learned techniques. Prerequisite: 2 undergraduate courses in printmaking or permission of the department chairman.
3-9 credits.
652 Prints and Composition II. Advanced experiences in printing methods and
composition. Intense concentration in a selected printing method. Prerequisite: Art 651.
3-9 credits.
661 Sculpture I. Advanced work in three-dimensional organization of form; individual concentration toward competent expression in sculpture media. Prerequisite: 2 undergraduate courses in sculpture or permission of the department chairman.
3-9 credits.
662 Sculpture II. Continued work in sculpture media with emphasis on casting
metals. Prerequisite: Art 661.
3-9 credits.
671 Ceramics I. Advanced expression in the ceramics media including firing techniques. Prerequisite: 2 undergraduate courses in ceramics or permission of
the department chairman.
3-9 credits.
672 Ceramics II. Continued work in the ceramic media with emphasis on the
chemistry of glazes and the design and construction of kilns. Prerequisite:
Art 671.
3-9 credits.
676 Fibers. Advanced creative experiences in design and production on various
looms; characteristics of looms, principles of textile construction, and materials of the weaver. Prerequisite: 2 undergraduate courses in weaving or
permission of the department chairman.
3-9 credits.
681 Metals. Advanced experiences in jewelry design, silversmithing, and casting
by the lost wax method. Prerequisite: 2 undergraduate courses in jewelry
and enamelling or permission of the department chairman.
3-9 credits.
690 Research in Art Education. Current experiments in art education and closely
related fields. Required of students working for a Master of Science degree
in art.
2 credits.
692 Current Problems in Art Education. Statement, analysis and evaluation of
art problems evidenced in contemporary living, in school, home, and community.
3 credits.
693 History of Art Education in Europe and America. Historical development of
philosophies in art education in the United States and Europe. Required of
students working for a Master of Science degree in art.
2 credits.
694 Art for the Exceptional Child. The role of creative art activity for the exceptional child. To include the physically and mentally handicapped as well
as the gifted child. Prerequisite: Art 290, 390, 490.
4 credits.
696 Supervision of Elementary School Art. Methods and practices of supervision
in relation to art programs in the elementary school. Prerequisite: 290, 390,
490.
3 credits.
699 Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMEl\T OF BIOLOGY
Clwrles A. Rehwalclt, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS
The student must have the equivalent of an undergraduate major in an area
of biology and supporting courses in the physical sciences before he can be admitted to this program. At least 15 credits must be earned in courses in which enrollment is limited to graduate students.
I. Courses in Biological Sciences (minimum 30 credits).
A. Prescribed: Master's Thesis, 3 to 9 credits.
B. Electives: From 21 to 27 credits must be earned in Biology courses.
II. Related Fields: A maximum of 15 credits may be earned in approved related
fields.
III. A minimum total of 45 credits is required for the Master of Arts degree in
Biology.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
To be eligible for admission to the M.S. degree in biology, the student must
have completed a minimum of 48 undergraduate credits in biology. In some cases
it may be necessary for the student to complete some pre-requisite undergraduate
work. Plans A and B are available.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Biology 699 Master's Thesis. 3-9 credits (Plan A only).
Elective : Selected course work in Biology to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17 .
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
504 Protozoology. Taxonomy, ecology, physiology, economic importance of the
protozoa. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 203.
4 credits.
505 Radiation Biology. Introduction to radiation, laws governing its use, medical
uses, and its effects on man. Prerequisites : Biology 332, Chem. 211. 3 credits.
509 Biological Techniques. Collection, preparation, and display of biological materials. Laboratory.
2 credits.
511 Human Heredity. Human heredity as a component in function , behavior and
evolution. Social and political interactions. Not open to biology majors or
minors.
4 credits.
521 Laboratory Procedures. Techniques, skills, and practical experiences. May be
repeated once.
1 credit.
532 Molecular Genetics. Biochemical approach to inheritance and development.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 332 and 344.
3 credits.
533 Aquatic Plants. Taxonomy and ecology of aquatic plants, including vascular
plants, mosses and selected algae and fungi. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology
301 and 248 or 345.
4 credits.
534 Freshwater Algae. Morphology, taxonomy and ecology of algae of lakes,
ponds, streams, bogs and soils. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 202.
4 credits.
535 Comparative Animal Physiology. Comparative study of functional mechanisms
in the various phyla. Prerequisite: Biology 303, Chem. 211.
3 credits.
536 Plant Physiology. Principles of metabolic processes of higher plants. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 303, Chem. 211.
4 credits.
537 Plant Morphology. Survey of plant kingdom with emphasis on structure and
f01m of primitive plants. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 202.
4 credits.
538 Freshwater Invertebrates. Collection, preservation and classification of local
species. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 341, 448.
4 credits.
539 General Parasitology. Animal parasites and their relation to diseases of man
and other animals. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 203.
4 credits.
540 Mycology. Structure, development, and identification of fungi with emphasis
on species of economic importance. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology :ZO:Z.
4 credits.
541 Plant Ecology. Relations between plants and their environment; field studies
of plant communities and succession. L aboratory. Prerequisite : Biology 301.
4 credits.
542 Embryology. Prenatal development of human body; laboratory emphasis on
chick and pig. Laboratory. Prerequisit,~: Biology 203.
4 credits.
543 Animal Behavior. Behavior of animals as interpreted through comparative
studies and experimentation. Laborator; . Prerequisite : Biology 203 or consent
of instructor.
4 credits.
547 Mammalian Physiology. Metabolic activities of organ systems with emphasis
on human body. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 303, Chem. 211. 4 credits.
548 Limnology. Lakes and streams, their physical environment, plant and animal
life and dynamic interrelations. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 301, Chem.
212.
4 credits.

BIOLOGY
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552

553
554
555
556
557
561
562
577

589
598
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Animal Ecology. Distribution, life histories, habitat requirements, and environmental interrelations of vertebrates and invertebrates. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 301 and one of the following: 240, 340, 341, 347.
4 credits.
Water and Sewage Microbiology. Indicators of pollution, determination of
numbers and kinds of micro-organisms, standards of pollution, purification
of water, microbiology of sewage disposal. Laboratory. Prerequisites: Biology
344, Chem. 221.
4 credits.
Invertebrate Zoology. Classification, phylogeny, anatomy, physiology, and
natural history of invertebrates. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 203.
4 credits.
Wildlife Management. General principles of wildlife management with detailed studies of selected species. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biol. 301. 4 credits.
Physiology of Bacteria. Comparative study of the metabolism of growth and
reproduotion of microbes. Laboratory. Prerequisites: Biology 344, Chem. 221.
4 credits.
Methods for Teaching Sciences. Modem approaches to teaching science in
junior or senior high school. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Methods and Materials for Teaching Biology. Modem approaches to teaching
high school biology in classroom and labomtory; including materials of
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Economic Entomology. Life histories and control measures for economically
important insects. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 341.
2 credits.
Medical Entomology. Study of arthropods of medical and veterinary importance with emphasis on vector biology and disease ecology. Laboratory.
Prerequisite: Biology 341 or consent of instructor.
4 credits.
Biology Institute. Selected topics in biology for experienced teachers of
science. Laboratory.
3-6 credits.
Paleobiology. Field and laboratory study of living and fossil species and
geological aspects of the environment. Laboratory. Prerequisites: Biology
202, 203, Earth Science 285.
4 credits.
The Nature of Biological Science. Assumptions, methods and limitations of
science. Historical roots of biology and the development of major concepts.
Operational structure and communication in biology. Interactions with other
components of culture and society. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

600

Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Biology.
1-4 credits.
601 Readings in Biology.
1-4 credits.
602 Modem Biological Concepts. General education course in which modem
concepts in physiology, genetics, and ecology are developed through selected
laboratory experiences, reading, and discussion. Not open to students with
majors or minors in biological sciences.
3 credits.
603 Research in Biology.
1-4 credits.
630 Seminar in Biology.
1 credit.
639 Advanced Parasitology. Selected topics in parasitology with emphasis on the
interrelationships between the parasite and its host. Laboratory. Prerequisite:
Biology 439.
3 credits.
641 Advanced Entomology. Identification of insect families with ecological or
taxonomic specialization in one group; discussion of selected topics in insect
taxonomy, physiology and behavior. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 341
and a summer insect collection.
3 credits.
644 Virology, Structure and properties of viruses, host-virus interactions, major
groups, relation to disease, diagnostic techniques. Prerequisite: Biology 344,
Chemistry 324 or equivalent.
3 credits.
645 Molecular Biology. Dynamic aspects of cell structure and function at the
molecular level. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 221.
3 credits.
646 Immunology. Theoretical basis, techniques, and applications of immunology.
Laboratory.
4 credits.
647 Advanced Ornithology. Functional morphology and breeding biology of birds.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 347.
4 credits.
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Limnological Methods. Theory and practice in limnological sampling and
analysis, emphasis on plankton, physical and chemical parameters. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 448.
3 credits.
History of Biology. Origin and development of major ideas of biological
thought.
2-4 credits.
Pollution Biology. Classification of pollutants and their effects on water and
air quality, biota, and socio-economics. Remedial methods. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 448.
3 credits.
Organic Evolution. History, evidence, and processes of evolution. Prerequisite: Biology 332.
2 credits.
Fisheries Biology. Natural history, ecology, recreational and commercial aspects, and special methods. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 340, 448.
4 credits.
Advanced Genetics. Selected topics with emphasis on gene structure, mutations, complementation and other aspects of modern genetics. Prerequisite:
Biology 432.
3 credits.
Biogeography. Past and present distribution of biotic communities in relation
to environmental and historic factors. Prerequisite: Biology 441.
2 credits.
Advanced Limnology. Readings and discussions of North American and international papers. Prerequisite: Biology 649.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
John W. Laakso, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Broad Science
Applicants for the Broad Science major are expected to have completed undergraduate work in Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics. In some cases,
additional undergraduate preparation may be required. Available under both Plans
A and B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Biology, Physics, or Chemistry 699, Master's Thesis 3-9 credits
(Plan A only.)
Eleotive: Selected course work to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.

5ll
512

513

520
522
523

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. Theoretical approach to and aspects of, inorganic chemistry. Prerequisite: Two yea rs of Chemistry.
4 credits.
Radiochemistry. Physical aspects of radiation, its measurement and its chemical and biological effects. Nuclear decay and bombardment reactions.
Chemical operations involving radioisotopes. Applications of radioisotopes to
chemical and biochemical problems. Lecture. Prerequisite: Chem. 221 and
Phys. 233.
2 credits.
Radiochemistry Laboratory. Detection, characterization, and measurement of
radiation; chemical operations and thE application of radioisotopes to chemical and biochemical problems. Prerequisite or concurrent registration: Chemistry 412-512.
2 credits.
Seminar. Lectures, readings, discussions on selected topics.
1-4 credits.
Quantitative Analysis. Volumetric and gravimetric methods of greater complexity and finer techniques than thos,~ presented in Chemistry 325; includes
some instrumental analysis. Prerequisil e: Chemistry 325.
4 credits.
Qualitative Organic Analysis. Identification of several simple and mixed organic
compounds by physical and organic qualitative methods. Prerequisite: Chemistry 292.
4 credits.
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525, 526, 527 Physical Chemistry. Application of fundamental laws and theoretical principles to atomic and molecular structure, gases, liquids, solids, solutions, phase equilibrium, chemical reactions (equilibrium and kinetics), and
electrochemical processes; to underntand the macroscopic in terms of molecular behavior. Prerequisites: Chem. 325, Physics 232 and 233, and Math
243.
3 credits per quarter.
528, 529 Physical Chemistry Laboratory. These are laboratory courses to complement the physical chemistry lecture sequence. A quantitative measurement
of properties and phenomena of chemical interest and their interpretation
by use of chemical principles. Prerequisites: Chem. 426 or concurrent enrollment in Chem. 426.
2 credits per quarter.
556 Methods for Teaching Sciences. Modern approaches to teaching science in
junior or senior high school. Laboratory.
2 credits.
558 Methods and Materials for Teaching Chemistry. Modern approaches to teaching of high school chemistry in classroom and laboratory, including materials
of Chemical Bond Approach Project and Chemical Education Materials Study.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 556 or concurrent registration. 2 credits.
577 Chemistry Institute. Selected topics in chemistry for experienced teachers
of science. Laboratory.
3-6 credits.
581 Chemical Thermodynamics. Concepts of both classical and modern th ermodynamics applied to problems encountered in Chemistry. Prerequisite: Chem.
426.
3 credits.
600
601

699

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A conference course for advanced students wishing to
work out a special problem in Chemistry.
1-4 credits.
Major Developments in Physical Sciences . . General education course employing selected science experiences as a basis for explanations of major developments in the area of physical science; their significance. Not open to students with majors or minors in physical science.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.
EARTH SCIENCE

520
556
560

577

600
699

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Seminar. Lectures, readings, discussion on selected topics. May be repeated.
1-4 credits.
General Methods for Teaching Science. Modern approaches to teaching science
in junior or senior high school. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Methods and Materials for Teaching Earth Science. Modern approaches to
teaching junior high science in classroom and laboratory, including work
on the major junior high science curricula with emphasis on the Earth Science
curriculum projects. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Earth Science Institute. Selected topics in earth science for experienced
teachers.
3-6 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A conference course for advanced students wishing to
work out a special problem in Earth Science.
1-4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Allen F. Larsen, Acting Chairman

545
560

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Economics of Underdeveloped Countries. Nature of the problem of economic
development and examination of policy issues in underdeveloped countries.
2 credits.
Public Finance. The role of government in the economy with emphasis upon
analysis of public revenues and expenditures, tax structure, intergovernmental
fiscal relations, fiscal policy and public debt measurement.
4 credits.
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ENGLISH
Business Cycles and Forecasting. Factors causing fluctuations in business
activity and national income; proposed methods of stabilization; business
forecasting techniques. Prerequisite: Economics 273 and 274.
4 credits.
Money and Banking. A study of the monetary and banking system of the
United States; the nature of bank credit:, operation of the individual bank
and its relation to banking system, Federal Reserve System, central bank
policy, and relationship between bank credit, money, and price levels. Prerequisite: Economics 273 and 274.
4 credits.
Labor Economics. Labor as a factor of production; growth of collective
bargaining and labor legislation, with their attendant effects upon society.
Prerequisite: Economics 273 and 274.
4 credits.
International Economics. International economic relationships and their effects upon domestic and foreign economics; commercial and financial policies;
tariffs, exchange controls, international monetary standards, and institutions
established to facilitate international settlements. Prerequisite: Economics
273 and 274.
4 credits.
National Income and Employment. Study of flow of expenditures and income and their impact upon national income and price levels, with appropriate consideration of possible stabilization controls. Prerequisite: Economics
273 and 274.
4 credits.
Price and Distribution Theory. Nature and scope of economic processes in
free enterprise system; determination of prices, output and factor services
in different market structures. Prerequisite: Econ. 273 and 274.
4 credits.
History of Economic Thought. Development of economic thought ,a nd analysis from Adam Smith to present. Prerequisite: Economics 273 and 274.
4 credits.
Seminar in Area Economic Studies. An examination of the economy and the
current economic problems of selected regions, areas, or countries of the
world. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
1-4 credits.
Seminar. Selected topics in economic theory. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
1-4 credits.
Contemporary Economic Problems. Consideration and possible solutions of
problems arising from growth and development of modem institutions under
the free enterprise system. Prerequisite: Department approval.
4 credits.
Economic Growth and Stability. Behavior of the aggregate output and income
over time. Models of long-run growth and shmt-run cycles are utilized to
examine American fiscal and monetary systems, policies and programs to
maintain economic stability, high level of employment and income. Prerequisite: Econ. 475-575 or 470-570.
4 credits.

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems in Economics. A seminar or conference course for advanced
students wishing to work out a special problem in economics.
1-4 credits.
Business Economics. Economic analysis as an aid in business management
and control. Prerequisite: Econ. 273, 274.
4 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Howard H. Russell, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS
The applicant for admission to this program must have completed not less
than 36 quarter hours of credit in English exclusive of general education courses
in English with a B (3.0) average for unconditional admission. Under certain conditions, students whose average is bet\\'een 2.66 and 2.99 may be admitted conditionally. See Director, Graduate Studies in English, for further details.
Before the degree is granted, the studi,nt must demonstrate competency in a
foreign language acceptable to the English Department. This requirement may be
met either by successful completion of an examination or by the completion of
24 quarter credits of work in that language.
At least 15 credits must be earned in English courses in which enrollment is
limited to graduate students.

ENGLISH
I.

II.
III.
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Credits in English (minimum: 36 credits).
A. Prescribed: Master's Thesis, 4 to 6 credits.
B. ElE;:ctives: A minimum of 32 credits must be elected in English.
Cognate courses: A maximum of 12 credits may be earned in approved
cognate courses.
A minimum total of 48 credits is required for the Master of Arts degree in
English.

MASTER OF SCIENCE
The student must have completed at the undergraduate level, a minimum of
36 quarter credits in English exclusive of general education courses with a B (3.0)
average for unconditional admission. Under certain conditions, students whose
average is between 2.66 and 2.99 may be admitted conditionally. See Director,
Graduate Studies in English, for further details. Available under Plans A and B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: English 699 Master's Thesis, 4-6 credits. (Plan A only.)
Elective: Selected course work in English to -total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.

521
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Literary Theory and Criticism. A study of the concepts which apply to such
problems as the writer's creative process, the various purposes of literary
art, form, and technique, and the responses that literature elicits.
3 credits.
Introduction to Linguistics. A beginning course in the systematic study of
language: linguistic analysis; linguistic structures; language classification; introduction to the history of the English language; and applied English linguistics.
4 credits.
Contemporary English Grammars. The application of modern linguistics to
the description of English grammar, including an introduction to the theories
and methods of structural and generative-transformational grammars. Prerequisite: English 432.
4 credits.
History of the English Language. The development of English sounds,
grammatical structures, and vocabulary from Old English to Modem English;
the reading and analysis of selected texts. Prerequisite: English 432. 3 credits.
The English Novel. A critical study of the nineteenth-and twentieth-century
development of the English novel.
4 credits.
The American Novel. A critical study of the development of the American
novel.
4 credits.
Drama: The Beginnings to Ibsen. A study of world drama, its origin and
genesis. Primitive drama. Classical Greek and Roman, Oriental, Medieval,
Elizabethan, Neo-classical, French, Restoration, Eighteenth Century, to 1875.
4 credits.
The Modern Drama: Ibsen to World War II. A study of the literature and
production techniques of the modern theatre.
4 credits.
Contemporary Drama. A study of the trends in literature and production
techniques of the present-day world theatre.
4 credits.
Writers of the Twentieth Century. A study of the writings, background, and
criticism of one or more of the principal writers of the twentieth century.
4 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for graduate students
wishing to work out a special problem in English.
1-4 credits.
Literary Research. A study of bibliography, methods, and tools in the art
of literary research.
4 credits.
History of Literary Theory and Criticism. An examination of the major texts
from ancient times to the present. Designed to provide the student with a
background of critical history.
4 credits.
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Old English. An introduction to the language and literature of the AngloSaxon period.
4 credits.
639 Seminar in Linguistics. A study of one or more topics of current importance
in linguistics.
4 credits.
640 Seminar in Chaucer. A study of selected aspects of Chaucer's prose and
poetry.
4 credits.
641 Seminar in Milton. A study of selected aspects of Milton's prose, poetry, and
drama.
4 credits.
642 Tudor Literature. A study of one or more figures such as Spenser, Sidney, or
the sonneteers (exclusive of Shakespeare and the dramatists).
4 credits.
643 Shakespeare Studies. A study of the text and sources; theories; and history
of representative comedies, tragedies, and histories.
4 credits.
647 Seminar in Literary Themes. A study of selected recurrent themes in literature.
4 credits.
648 Seminar in Literary Forms. A study of the forms of literature.
4 credits.
652 Language Arts Problems. A study of the latest trends in language arts teaching and course organization; application to specific problems of class members, with emphasis on individual research. Prerequisite: English 452 or
equivalent.
4 credits.
656 The Teaching of College English. A study of the planning and preparation
of materials for college teaching. Involves observation in the college classroom together with student teaching. Research project on the teaching of
college English required.
2-4 credits.
663 Seminar in Early American Literature.
4 credits.
664 Seminar in the American Literature of the Early Nineteenth Century.
4 credits.
665 Seminar in the American Literature of the Later Nineteenth Century.
4 credits.
4 credits.
666 Seminar in Modern American Literature.
670 The Study of Middle English Literature. A study of selected aspects of
English literature from the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries.
4 credits.
671 Renaissance Drama Exclusive of Shakespeare. A study of representative
Tudor and Jacobean dramatists: Kyd, Marlowe, Dekker, Jonson, Webster,
Heywood, and related authors.
4 credits.
675 English Writers of the Seventeenth Century. A study of the writings, background , and criticism of one or more of the principal writers of the seventeenth century, such as Bacon, Bunyan, Burton, Donne, Herbert, Jonson,
Dryden, l\Iilton, and others.
4 credits.
679 Seminar in Restoration Literature. A study of selected Restoration authors,
writings, and movements from 1660-1710.
4 credits.
682 The Eighteenth-Century Drama. A study of representative eighteenth century drama.
4 credits.
684 English Writers of the Eighteenth Century. A study of the writings, background, and criticism of one or more of the principal writers of the eighteenth
century.
4 credits.
687 Seminar in Nineteenth-Century British Literature. A study of a selected
aspect of nineteenth-century British literature. The content will vary.
4 credits.
691 Seminar in World Literature. A study of selected readings from the works
of one or more major world figures.
4 credits.
694 Seminar in Twentieth-Century British Literature. A study of selected aspects
of twenti eth-century British literature. The content will vary.
4 credits.
695 The Great Classics. A survey of masterpieces in literature from different
cultural origins and from different ages. This course is a graduate general
studies ed ucation course and is not open to English majors. No prerequisites
are required .
3 credits.
697 Contemporary Thought in Literature. A study of the philosophical and cultural content: of selected contemporary writings.
4 credits.
699 Master's Thesis.
4-6 credits.
637

GEOGRAPHY
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Herve Fuyet, Ph.D., Chairman
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
French 537 Literature of the "Tiers Monde". Studies of leading writers in former
French Colonies.
3 credits.
French 560 Summer Study Abroad. Prerequisite: French 311, 312 plus 9 credits
in literature (300 and 400 level) and approval of Program Director. 3-6 credits.
German 560 Summer Study Abroad. Prerequisite: German 311, 312 plus 9 credits
in literature (300 and 400 level) and approval of Program Director. 3-6 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems in Foreign Languages. A seminar or conference course for
advanced students to work out a special problem in a for eign language.
1-4 credits.
French 654 Advanced Methodology in the Teaching of French.
German 654 Advanced Methodology in the Teaching of German.
Russian 654 Advanced Methodology in the Teaching of Russian.
Spanish 654 Advanced Methodology in the Teaching of Spanish.
A seminar dealing with problems of teaching foreign languages at the secondary
level and with an examination of recent trends in methodology. Discussion
of the course content in English and in the foreign languages .
1-4 credits.
600

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
Ruben L . Parson, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE
The student must have completed at least an undergraduate minor in Geography in order to choose it as his major at the graduate level. In some cases, the
applicant may be required to complete additional undergraduate work even though
he may have completed a major or minor. Available only on Plan A.
I. Major : 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Geography 699 Master's Thesis, 3-9 credits.
Electives: Selected course work in geography to total 24 credits in the
major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
Ill. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.

501
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Research or Readings in Topical Geography. A seminar or conference course
for students wishing to work on some phase of this subject. Credits and
hours arranged.
1-4 credits.
Research or Readings in Regional Geography. A seminar or conference course
for students wishing to work on the geography of a particular region of the
world. Hours to be arranged.
1-4 credits.
Cartography. l\lap making and construction; work with map making tools.
Topical.
4 credits.
Geomorphology. The configuration of the earth's surface and physical processes which have brought the surface to its present condition. Topical.
4 credits.
Meterology. The study of atmospheric phenomena; familiarity with sensing
and recording instruments; the analysis of weather maps and weather forecas ting. Topical.
4 credits.
Climatology. World distribution of climatic elements and climatic types.
Climatic change and fluctuation. Topical.
4 credits.
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HISTORY
Geography of Sub-saharan Africa. Physical geography, resources and people
of various regions of Africa related to economic stage and possibilities for
future development. Regional.
4 credits.
Agricultural Geography. World areal differences in crop, livestock, and technological patterns. Special emphasis on farming in the United States. Topical.
4 credits.
Political Geography. Geographical stren~hs and weaknesses of the Great
Powers which influence changes in the world today. Topical.
4 credits.
Development of Geographic Thought. Main currents from ancient Greece
to present; basic ideas behind division of geography into regional and systematic categories. Topical.
4 credits.
Urban and Transportation Geography. Geographic causes for growth and
demise of world's trade cities and trade routes; kinds of carriers of world
and American trade. Topical.
4 credits.
Water Resources. Survey of major problems in the development and management of water resources: problems of supply, distribution, quality, pollution,
floods and variability; case-studies in selected regions, urban and rural; brief
background in hydrologic processes. Topical.
4 credits.
Urban, Regional and Resource Planning. A survey of the urban and regional
planning field; concepts, philosophies and theories of planning; critical review
of case-studies selected to illustrate different frameworks of urban, regional
and resource planning. Topical.
4 credits.
Geography of Middle· America. Geographic analysis of Mexico, Central
American countries, and West Indian Islands. Regional.
4 credits.

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems in Geography. A seminar or conference course for advanced
students wishing to work out special problems in Geography.
1-4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Calvin W. Gower, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS
An applicant for admission to this program must have earned a mm1mum of
24 credits in History beyond General Education requirements, and his undergraduate honor point ratio should be 2.8 or above. Others may be admitted conditionally. Reading knowledge of a foreign language is not required but it may be
needed. At least 15 credits must be earned in courses in which enrollment is
limited to graduate members.
I. Credits in History (36-38 credits).
A. Prescribed: Master's Thesis, 4-6 credits.
B. Electives: 32-34 credits in History.
II. Cognate Courses: 7-9 credits in courses approved by adviser.
III. A minimum of 45 credits is required.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
The applicant must have completed at 1.east an undergraduate minor in History
in order to select it as his graduate major. In some cases, the applicant may be
required to complete additional undergraduate work even though he may have
completed a major or minor. Available undEr both Plan A and B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Hist. 699 ~laster's Th('s is, 3 credits (Plan A only).
Electives: Selected course work in History to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, pag,: 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.

HISTORY
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
520

Early Modem Intellectual History of Europe. Great ideas of the Renaissance,
Reformation and Enlightenment, and early scientific thought. Prerequisite:
History 201 and 202.
3 credits.
521 Later Modern Intellectual History of Europe. Origins of nineteenth an<l
twentieth century European ideologies: Romanticism, Nationalism, Liberalism,
Socialism, Darwinism, and Totalitarianism. Prerequisite: History 202 an<l 203.
3 credits.
522 Modern Social an<l Economic History of Europe. Industrialization of the
major European states in the nineteenth century, their social problems, the
trend toward the welfare state in the twentieth centllfy, and the emergence
of Russia as an industrial po,wer. Prerequisite: History 202 and 203.
3 credits.
523 Modern Diplomatic History of Europe. Nineteenth century imperialism,
origins of World War I, the Versailles Treaty, the crises of the thirties, and
problems o.f the post-World War II movement toward European unity.
Prerequisite: History 203.
3 credits.
531 Russia, 850-1700. Civilizations of the Russian city-states, rise of Moscow, an<l
origins of the institutions of modem Russia. Prerequisite: History 324.
3 credits.
532 Imperial Russia, 1700-1917. Territorial expansion and relations with western
Europe. Revolutions from above an<l below. Artistic an<l intellectual currents.
Prerequisite: History 203.
3 credits.
533 The Soviet Union, 1917 to the Present. Revolution in theory an<l practice.
Political, economic an<l social institutions. Relations with the West an<l Asia.
Prerequisite: History 203.
3 credits.
545 A Military History of the U.S. A general description of America's military
problems and accomplishments from 1775 to the present time.
3 credits.
548 Social and Intellectual History of the United States, 1607-1865. Social an<l
intellectual trends an<l ideas which shaped American society an<l thought
<luring colonial an<l early national years. Prior courses in American History,
History of Philosophical Thought an<l American Literature strongly recommended.
3 credits .
549 Social and Intellectual History of the United States, 1865 to Present. Social
an<l intellectual trends an<l ideas which shaped American society an<l thought
from the reconstruction period to the present. Prior courses in American
History, History of Philosophical Thought, an<l American Literature strongly
recommended.
3 credits.
552 Foreign Relations of U.S., 1775-1860. Revolution, neutral rights an<l territorial expansion. Prerequisite: History 340 an<l 341.
3 credits.
553 Foreign Relations of U.S., 1860-1920. Civil War, commercial expansion, imperialism, and \Vorld \Var I and Versailles. Prerequisite: History 342 and
343.
.3 credits.
554 Foreign Relations of U.S., 1920 to Present. Economic expansion, isolationism,
\ Vorl<l War II, an<l Cold \Var. Prerequisite: History 341.
3 credits.
558 History of the West. How frontier environment, continuously present from
coloni al beginnings to 1890, basically affected development of American
history.
3 credits.
572 European Historiography. A survey of research, writing, an<l interpretation
in European history.
3 credits.
573 American Historiography. Extensive reading an<l discussion of historians an<l
historical interpretation from colonial America to the present.
3 credits.
578 Historical Criticism. Problems in an<l methods of historical accuracy an<l
consistency; detailed study of references, chronology, availability of knowledge, an<l recognition of historical "myths ."
2 credits.
580 Seminar in American History. Intensive reading an<l research in one area
or topic of U.S., Canadian, or Latin American history. Subject area will be
selected by the instructor. Prerequisite: Senior or graduate students only.
3 credits.
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583

Seminar in European History. Bibliograplhical study, research, and discussion
of selected topics in European history. Subject area will be selected by the
instructor. Prerequisite: Senior or graduate students only.
3 credits.

586

Seminar in Non-Western History. Group reading and research on a selected
topic outside the geographic areas of European or American history. Subject
area will be selected by the instructor. Prerequisite: Senior or graduate
students only.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

600
635

Special Problems in History. A seminar or conference course for advanced
students wishing to work out a special problem in history.
1-4 credits.
Readings in European History. Guided study of European history through
individual investigation of special periods and topics.
2 credits.

651

Readings in American History. Guided study of American Histmy through
individual investigation of special periods and topics.
2 credits.

662

Seminar in Medieval History. Bibliographical study, intensive reading, discussion, and research in selected areas or topics of Medieval History of
Europe, 450-1450. Subject area will be selected by the department. 3 credits.

664

Seminar in Early M·odcrn European History. Bibligraphical study, intensive
reading in documents and secondary works, critical analysis and discussion,
and research in selected topics or areas of European History, 1450-1750.
Subject area will be selected by the department.
3 credits.

667

Seminar in Modern European History. Bibliographical study, research, and
discussion of selected topics in modern European history, 1750 to the
present. Subject area to be selected by department.
3 credits.

681, 682 Seminar in American History. Intensive reading and research in one
area or topic of U.S., Canadian, or Latin American history. Subject area will
be selected by department. 3 credits per quarter.
Maximum of 6 credits.

684, 685 Seminar in European History. Bibliographical study, research, and discussion of selected topics in European history. Subject area will be selected
by department. 3 credits per quarter.
Maximum of 6 credits.
687, 689 Seminar in Non-Western History. Group reading and research on selected topics outside the geographic areas of European or American history.
Subject area will be selected by department. 3 credits per quarter.
Maximum of 6 credits.
690 Seminar in Colonial American History, 1607-1789. Intensive reading and research in one area or topic of U.S. history, 1607-1789. Subject area will be
selected by the department.
3 credits.
691

692

Seminar in Early National Period of thu U.S., 1789-1848. Intensive reading
and research in one area or topic of U.S. history, 1789-1848. Subject area
will be selected by the department.
3 credits.
Seminar in Expansion, Union, and Disunion in U.S., 1848-1877. Intensive
reading and research in one area or tcpic of U.S. history, 1848-1877. Subject
area will be selected by the departme:3t.
3 credits.

693

Seminar in American Social Protest and Progressive Reform, 1877-1920. Intensive reading and research in one area or topic of U.S. history 1877-1920.
Subject area will be selected by the department.
3 credits.

694

Seminar in Recent American History, 1920 to Present. Intensive reading and
research in one area or topic of U.S. history, 1920 to present. Subject area
will be selected by the department.
3 credits.

697

Seminar in Latin American History. ::ntensive reading and research in one
area or topic of Latin American histor y. Subject area will be selected by the
department.
3 credits.

699

Master's Thesis.

3-9 credits.

MATHEMATICS
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DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM
Richard Martin, Ph.D., Chairman

587

595

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Public Re.lations. Interpreting the school, business firm, or other organization
for its various publics. Responsibilities of the public relations representative
with respect to the community served. The over-all public relations program;
the news bureau as a clearing house for publicity and informational materials.
3 credits.
Workshop: Mass Communications in the High School Classroom. Interdisciplinary, multi-media approach to the teaching of communications theory and
mass media in the secondary school. First summer session only, yearly.
Admission by consent of instructor.
8 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Alyn N. Dull, Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE
The applicant for this program must have completed at least 36 quarter credits
in Mathematics beyond College Algebra and Trigonometry; this should include a
course in Abstract Algebra, a course in Geometry, and 3 courses in Analytic
Geometry and Calculus. Available under both Plan A and Plan B.
I. Major: 24 credits. A minimum of 12 quarter credits must be at the 600
level ; the remaining 12 quarter credits may be selected from either 500
or 600 level mathematics courses.
Prescribed: Math 699 Master's Thesis, .J-9 credits (Plan A only).
Electives: Selected course work to total 24 cred its in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credi ts minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 cred its.

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
515 Number Theory. Prime and composite integers. Diophantine analysis, number congruences, quadratic residues. Prerequisite: Math 254.
4 cred its undergraduate, 3 credits graduate.
536 Complex Variables. An introdu ction to th e algehra and calculus of compl ex
numbe rs and th e ir geometric representation. Fundamental theorem of algehra .
Conformal mapping. Po\\'er series. Properties of analytic functions. Prerequisite: :\l ath 3-33.
4 cred its undergraduate, .] credi ts graduate.
5:37 Probability and Statistics I. Basic notions of prohahility (axiomatic development ), finit e and cou ntabl y infinite sample spaces, assignment of probabilities,
conditional probahility and ind ependence of even ts, Bayes' Theorem, discrete
random variables, cont inuous random variables, functions of random variables,
properties of random variahles, Chebyshev's Inequality, correlation coefficient, conditional expecta tion , regression of the mean. Prerequisites: Math
254, 243.
4 credits.
538 Probability and Statistics II. Some important distributions; Poisson, Geometric,
Pascal, Hypergeome tri c:, :\lultinomial, Normal, Experimental, Gamma, ChiSquare, Truncated. :\lomen t-generatin g function s and th eir properties, law
of large numbers , Central Limit Theorem, samples and sampling di strihutions,
estimation of parameters, maximum likelihood estimates, confidence intervals, testing hypothesis, good ness of fit tes ts , equality of means. Prerequisites: :\lathematics 437 or 537, 333.
4 credits.
540 History of Mathematics. Historical survey of mathematical development and
contributions from beginning to present tim e. Prerequisite: Math 241.
4 credits undergraduate, .] credits graduate.
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545 Introduction to Real Analysis I. Functions, real number sequences and series,
limits, metric spaces. Prerequisite: Math 333.

3 credits.

546 Introduction to Real Analysis II. Continuous functions, notions of complete-

ness and compactness, Riemann integrals, derivatives. Prerequisite: Math
445-545.
3 credits.
547 Introduction to Real Analysis III. Taylor series expansions, sequences and
series of functions, introduction to measure theory and Lebesgue integration.
Prerequisite: Math 446-546.
3 credits.
552 Recent Trends in Secondary School Mathematics. Number systems, sets,
deduction, algebras, geometries, vectors, limits, functions, probability, computers, decisions. The changing mathematics curriculum. Not to be taken for
credit by NSF Mathematics Institute students. Prerequisite: Mathematics
major or minor completed before June, 1962.
4 credits.
555 Foundations of Mathematics. Operations, on sets, relations and functions,
cardinal number, ordinal arithmetic, the axiom of choice, axiomatic theories.
4 credits undergraduate, 3 credits graduate.
557 Linear Algebra. Vectors and vector spaces. Euclidean n-SJ?ace; linear transformations, matrices, bilinear and quadratic forms, complex number field,
polynomial rings. Prerequisite: Math. 242 and 356.
4 credits undergraduate, 3 credits, graduate.
559 Recent Trends in Elementary School Mathematics. Modern approach to teaching arithmetic, teaching aids and devices, experimental work, recent research.
Not to be taken for ci;edit by students who have taken a course in teaching
of arithmetic since January, 1960.
4 credits.
560 Topology. Topological spaces and transformations, mapping fixed point,
homology groups, manifolds and Hausdorff space. Prerequisite: Math 356.
4 credits undergraduate, 3 credits graduate.
570 Numerical Analysis. Difference tables and application, interpolation, numerical integration and differentiation. Taylor's series, orthogonal polynomials,
error analysis, numerical solution of equations, matrix theory. Laboratory in
computer programming. Prerequisite: Math 271 and 333.
4 credits undergraduate, 3 credits graduate.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
600
624

625

636
637
638
643

645
646

Special Problems. Advanced topics in mathematics. The specific topics will be
determined by the current needs of the students and the availability of staff.
Prerequisite: Approval of the department.
3 credits.
Modern Geometry I. An overview of Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries,
and the fundamentals of synthetic projective geometry. Topics for study include: Parallelism and Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries, axiom systems, the projective plane, perspectivitiE"s and projectivities, and conics in
the projective plane. Prerequisite: One course in college level geometry.
3 credits.
Modern Geometry II. A continuation of 624, oriented toward transformational
geometry. Topics for study include: KIE"in's Erlanger Program, an analytic
model of the real projective plane, subgeometries of projective geometry, and
circular transformations. Prerequisites: Math. 624 and a background in
groups, vector spaces, and matrices.
3 credits.
Complex Analysis I. The complex field, topology of the complex plane, analytic functions.
3 credits.
Complex Analysis II. Complex Integrntion Theory. Prerequisite: Math. 636.
3 credits.
Complex Analysis III. Complex ser ies expansions, conformal mappings,
Dirichlet's problem. Prerequisite : Math. 637.
3 credits.
Calculus for Secondary Teachers. Review calculus of one variable, limits,
integration and differentiation of polynomials, trigonometric and logarithmetic
functions, applications to slope, velocity, areas and volume. Cannot be used
as part of the 24 quarter hours of mathematics in the M.S. program. 4 credits.
Real Analysis I. The real number syi,tem, Lebesgue Measure and Integration.
3 credits.
Real Analysis II. Differentiation. Abstract Spaces. Prerequisite: Math. 645.
3 credits.

MUSIC
647
656
657
658

660
661

662
671

690
699
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Real Analysis III. Generalized Measure and Integration. Prerequisite: Math
646.
3 credits.
Modem Algebraic Theory I. Group, rings and ideals, modules and vector
spaces, polynomials, factorization theory. Prerequisite: Math. 356. 3 credits.
Modem Algebraic Theory II. Field extensions and Galois theory. Prerequisite :
Math. 656.
3 creditrn.
Modem Algebraic Theory III. Linear algebra and representations. Prerequisite: Math. 656.
3 credits.
Topology I. Topological spaces, product and quotient spaces, countability,
sequences and filters, compactness. Prerequisite : Math. 254 or 356. 3 credits.
Topology II. Connectedness, separation axioms, metric spaces, completeness,
comparison of topologies, function spaces. Prerequisite : Math. 660. 3 credits.
Topology III. Topics from uniform spaces, topological groups and algebras,
algebraic topology. Prerequisite: Math. 661.
3 credits.
Computer Programming. Concepts of programming Fortran. Writing a program to solve an approved problem in the major field. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Ed. 514 or 515. Approval of instructor and student's major adviser.
3 credits.
Graduate Seminar. Reading, research, and discussion of selected topics. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
1-3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Roger L. Barrett, Ph.D., Chairman
St. Cloud State College is an Associate Member of the National Associatioh
of Schools of Music.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Music Education
The applicant must have completed at least an undergraduate minor in Music
in order to select it as his graduate major. In some cases, the applicant may be
required to complete additional undergraduate work even though he may have
completed a major or minor. Available under both Plan A and B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Music 620 Analytical Technique. 4 credits.
Music 665, 666, 669, 671, 672, 673 or 674: Private Lessons.
4 credits.
Music 610 Curriculum D evelopment. 4 credits
Music 615 Music Literature I. 4 credits.
Music 699 Master's Thesis. 3 credits (Plan A only).
Electives: Eight credits on Plan A, eleven credits on Plan B.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Music Supervision
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in a program for Music Supervisors, h e must be eligible for a Minnesota Teacher's Certificate for the appropriate
area. The applicant must have two years of teaching experience in the field he
plans to supervise before he will be accepted as a candidate for the Master's degree.
The following program has been approved by the Minnesota State Department of Education for meeting the requirements of the Supervisor's Certificate.
I. Major: A minimum of 18 quarter credits must be earned in the special subject field.
A. For applicants with undergraduate elementary school preparation:
1. Prerequisite :
Music 165, 3 er.
Music 211, 2 er.
Music 169, 3 er.
Music 240, 3 er.
Music 209, 2 er.
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Prescribed:
Music 652, 3 er.
Music 660, 3 er.
Music 653, 2 er.
Music 605, 3 er.
Music 650, 4 er.
3. Electives: A minimum of three credits must be elected from approved
courses in Music.
B. For applicants with undergraduate secondary school preparation and
with a Music major:
1. Prescribed:
Music 652, 3 er.
Music 660, 3 er. or
Music 653, 2 er.
Music 661, 3 er.
Music 614, 3 er.
Select two of the following seminars:
Music 654, 2 en
Music 677, 2 er.
Music 676, 2 er.
Music 678, 2 er.
2. Electives: Three credits must be elected from approved courses in
Music.
A
minimum
of 18 credits must be earned in administration, supervision and
II.
curriculum:
A. Administration (Minimum: 6 credits).
Ed. 674 Educational Administration, 3 credits.
Ed. 692 Elementary School Administration, 3 credits.
B. Supervision (Minimum: 6 credits).
Ed. 655 Modern Trends in Elementary Education, 3 credits.
Ed. 696 Elementary School Su-pervision, 3 credits.
C. Curriculum (Minimum: 6 credits)
Ed. 660 Elementary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
Ed. 661 Secondary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. Psy. 678 Statistical Methods, 3 credits.
V. Music 699 Master's Thesis, 3 credits.

506
507
508
521

522

558
570
579

600
605

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Acoustics of Music. Nature of sound and its application in
acteristics of sound waves; vibratory sources of music sounds;
of harmony and scales. Prerequisite: Music 205.
Composition I. The utilization of harmonic and contrapuntal
developing original composition in various forms. Prerequisite:

music; charphysical basis
2 credits.
techniques in
Music 205.
2 credits.
Composition II. A continuation of Music 507. Prerequisite: Music 507.
2 credits.
Contemporary Music. A survey of trends in European and American music
from about 1910 to the present day. Particular emphasis placed on music
since 1920. Works by Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Bartok, Hindemith, Webern,
Berg, Varese, and Stockhausen will be examined in detail. Prerequisite: Music
222 and 223.
2 credits.
Choral Literature. A survey of three basic areas of vocal repertoire. The
art-song, the large vocal forms, and opera. An evaluation of the aesthetic,
stylistic, musical, and dramatic principles and their application in works from
the 18th century to present. Prerequisite: Music 222 and 223 or permission
of department.
2 credits.
Music for the Exceptional Child. An examination of methods and materials
to be utilized in a music program designed for the exceptional child. 3 credits.
Musical Instrument Repair. Consideration of instrument care, upkeep, and
minor repair.
2 credits.
Piano Pedagogy. Professionalized subject matter intended to broaden the
understanding of the basic pedagogical problems of teaching private and
class piano; a survey of available methods and materials .
2 credits.

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Music.
1-4 credits.
Functional Harmony. Organization of harmonic structure; geared to needs
of music educators in elementary and secondary schools.
3 credits.

MUSIC
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Introduction to Research in Music Education. Materials, techniques, and procedures for research in music education.
3 credits.
610 Curriculum Development. A philosophical and historical study of the prob!ems of music curricula development with emphasis on current practices.
4 credits.
614 Music History Symposium. A study of music history structured to meet the
needs and interests of the class.
3 credits.
615 Music Literature I. A study of selected large musical works of Bach, Handel,
Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner, Mahler, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, and
Berg.
4 credits.
620 Analytical Technique. Harmonic, melodic, and structural analysis of music
in various periods with emphasis on aspects specifically needed by students.
4 credits.
623 Music in Western Civilization. Primarily for students who want a general
studies elective in music. Examination of music masterpieces, continuation
and elaboration of Humanities 123. Not open to students with majors or
minors in music.
3 credits.
625 Canon and Fugue. A study of the contrapuntal practices employed in the
canon and fugue with primary attention to the works of Bach.
2 credits.
628 Music of the Baroque and Classical Periods. A comprehensive study of the
history and literature of the 18th century.
4 credits.
630 Music of the Romantic Period. A comprehensive study of the history and
literature of the 19th century.
4 credits.
631 Choral Arranging. Principles and devices in choral arranging for choruses of
all types and degrees of development.
4 credits.
650 Music for the Classroom Teacher. Advanced methods in teaching music in
the first six grades. Not open to students with music major. Prerequisites:
Music 250 and 251.
4 credits.
652 Vocal Music Education Resources. Recent materials for use in the total music
program. Prerequisite: Approval of Department.
3 credits.
653 Music Education Seminar. Research and discussion of latest developments.
Individual problems analyzed and discussed.
2 credits.
654 Stringed Instrument Pedagogy. Special projects; special techniques of bowing, position work, and artistic skills; survey of solo materials.
2 credits.
655 Instrumental Administration. Administrative principles applied to school
bands, with special emphasis on organization, promotion, and public relations.
2 credits.
656 Band Rehearsal Techniques. Practice in aural discrimination of performance
errors and application of corrective procedures. Special emphasis given to
intonation, balance, blend, quality, interpretation, and ensemble.
2 credits.
660 Elementary Vocal Music Administration. Advanced work in music administration ; co-teaching; conferences ; workshops; resource units; developmental
609

mu sic progra ms ; professional relations.

661

3 credits.

Teaching and Administration of Music in Junior and Senior High Schools.
Place of music in education of adolescents; materials and activities. Prerequisite : Music 300, 301, 302.
3 credits.
665 Private Lessons: Piano. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite: Approval of
Department.
1 credit.
666 Private Lessons: Organ. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite: Approval of
Department.
1 credit.
669 Private Lessons: Voice. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite: Approval of
Department.
1 credit.
671 Private Lessons: String Instruments. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite:
Approval of the Department.
1 credit.
672 Private Lessons: Brass Instruments. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite:
Approval of the Department.
1 credit.
673 Private Lessons: Woodwind Instruments. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite : Approval of the Department.
1 credit.
674 Private Lessons: Percussion Instruments. One hour lesson weekly. Prerequisite: Approval of the Department.
1 credit.
No more than 6 credits of private lessons may be counted in the Music requirement for the Master's degree.
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Woodwind Pedagogy. Basic pedagogical problems and techniques of each
woodwind instrument. Methods and materials for teaching woodwinds.
2 credits.
Brass Pedagogy. Basic pedagogical problems and techniques of each brass
instrument. Methods and materials for teaching brass instruments.
2 credits.
Voice Pedagogy. Basic problems and techniques in the teaching of voice and
chorus. Survey of procedures and materials.
2 credits.
Psychology of Music. Function of the musical mind; factors in the development of musical skills and maturity.
3 credits.
Aesthetics. An analysis of aesthetic theories from Pythagoreanism to twentieth century theories as applied to music.
3 credits.
Double-Reed Construction. The construction of reeds for oboe, bassoon, and
English horn, with attention to varying i;hapes and facings, intonation problems, tone procurement and adjustment of reeds to fit the individual and
instrument.
4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
John N. Phillips, Ph.D., Chairman
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
510-519 Special Studies. Seminar for intensive study of a particular philosopher
(as announced in the class schedule), or of the philosophical problems in a
special discipline, such as history or biology or behavioral sciences. 2-4 credits.
531 Philosophy of Art. Major aesthetic theories, with particular applications to
the principles of criticism in literature, music, theatre, and the visual arts.
4 credits.
535 Metaphysics. Theories of the real and the unreal, being and change, mind
and matter, other fundamental categories.
4 credits.
540 Theory of Knowledge. N'ature and justification of knowledge and belief;
problems of sense-perception, memory, truth, and meaning.
4 credits.
542 History of American Philosophical Thought. Tracing of the course of development of American philosophy from its beginnings : Puritanism, Transcendentalism, Idealism, Pragmatism, Re,1lism, and Contemporary Analysis. 4 credits.
545 Value Theory. Nature, types, criteria, and justification of values ; intrinsic and
instrumental values ; the relation of values to facts.
4 credits.
546 Analytic l1hilosophy. Readings from ~loore, Austin, Schlick, Carnap, Hempel,
Reichenbach, Feig!, and others of the contemporary movement.
4 credits.
600
650

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. Seminar or conference for independent study or special
readings. r-.lay be repeated. ~laximum credits: 8.
1-4 credits.
Contemporary Philosophy. Pragmatism, positivism, existentialism, linguistic
analysis, or other contemporary philosophies. An introductory survey for
graduate students . (Not open to studen1s \\'ith a major or minor in Philosophy.)
3 credits.

DEPART~IE:\'T OF PHYSICS
Philip G. Youngncr , Ph.D., Chairman
r-.1ASTER OF SCIE:'\'CE - Physical Science
The student must have completed an 1ndergraduate major in either Chemistry
or Physics ,dth some \\'Ork in the other fie ' cl and in ~lathematics. In some cases,
th e applicant may be required to complek additional undergraduate work even
though he may have a completed major in one of the hrn fields. The Physical
Science major may be taken on either Plan A or B.

PHYSICS
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I.

Major: 24 credits, mm1mum.
Prescribed: Phys. or Chem 699 Master's Thesis, 3-9 credits (Plan A only).
Elective: Selected course work to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.

520
530
531

532

533
535

536
537

538
556

559
577

600
601

618

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Seminar. Lectures, readings, discussions on selected topics.
1-4 credits.
Advanced Physics Laboratory. Advanced experiments relating to topics studied
in senior college physics courses. Prerequisite: Physics 328, 333.
3 credits .
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics I. The Schrodinger wave equation and
solutions for some simple cases; eigenfunctions, eigenvalues, expectation
values, potential barrier problems, the harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen
atom. Prerequisite: Physics 329 and Mathematics 434.
4 credits.
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics II. A continuation of Physics 431-531
in which the concepts of quantum mechanics are extended and some applications of quantum mechanics are discussed . Perturbation theory, angular
momentum, transition probabilities, atomic and molecular spectra. Prerequisite: Physics 431-531.
4 credits.
Modern Physics. Energy bands in solids; theories of electrical and magnetic
properties of solids; semi-conductors; the nucleus; nuclear reactions. Prerequisite: Physics 432-532.
3 credits.
Theoretical Physics - Mechanics I. Force fields, particle motions, rigid body
motions, conservation laws, mechanics of deformable bodies, harmonic vibrations, resonance. Emphasis on vector-calculus methods. Prerequisite: 1 year
college physics and Mathematics 432.
4 credits.
Theoretical Physics - Mechanics II. Conservative forces, mechanics of constrained particles, generalized coordinates, Lagrange's equations, Hamilton's
equations, variational principles. Prerequisite: Physics 435-535.
4 credits.
Theoretical Physics - Electricity and Magnetism I. Electrostatics, Gauss'
law, dielectric theory, electric current, Biot Savart law, steady current theory,
magnetic induction, alternating current theory, transients. Emphasis on
vector-calculus methods. Prerequisite: l year college physics and Mathematics 432.
4 credits.
Theoretical Physics - Electricity and Magnetism II. Poisson's equation, Laplace's equation, Maxwell's equations, Poynting vector, electro-magne tic
waves. Prerequisite: Physics 437-537.
4 credits.
Methods for Teaching Science. Modern approaches to teaching science in
junior or senior high school. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Methods and Materials for Teaching Physics. Modern approaches to teaching
of high school physics in classroom and laboratory, including materials of
Physical Science Study Committee. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Physics Institute. Selected topics in physics for experienced teachers of
science. Laboratory.
3-6 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Physics.
1-4 credits.
Major Developments in Physical Sciences. General education course employing selected science experiences as a basis for explanations of major developments in area of physical science; their significance. Not open to students
with majors or minors in physical science.
3 credits.
Atomic Physics for Science Teachers. Electrons, protons, neutrons, radiation,
photo-electric effect, Bohr theory, atomic spectra, the periodic table, X-Rays,
deBroglie waves. Special theory of relativity. Cannot be taken for credit if
credit has been received in Physics 328. Prerequisite: 1 year college physics
and integral calculus.
4 crerlits.
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Nuclear Physics for Science Teachers. Hadioactivity, the nucleus, nuclear
reactions, cosmic rays. Cannot be taken for credit if credit has been received
in Physics 329. Prerequisite: Physics 328 or 518.
4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Orville H. Schmidt, Ph.D., Acting Chairman

572
574

576
578
580

581

582
583
584

585
586
587
589

600
601

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Governments of the Middle East. Organizational framework of selected governments in the eastern Mediterranean area. Analysis of recent and current
relations of nations in the area. Prerequisite: Pol. Sci. 281.
3 credits.
Latin American Governments. Analysis of governmental organization in Latin
America. Emphasis on current developments. Major attention given larger
countries as Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Mexico. Prerequisite: Political Science 281.
3 credits.
African Governments. Study of current structure of governments in African
nations. Emphasis on problems caused by transition from colonialism to
independence. Prerequisite: Political Science 281.
3 credits.
Asian Governments. Comparative analysis of governmental structure and
political organization of selected Asiatic countries. Current conditions to
determine choice of countries.
3 credits.
Public Administration. Administrative functions of our federal and state
governments, emphasizing Civil Service procedure on national, state, and
local levels, and problems of public finance through budgetary application
and reforms. Prerequisite: 281.
3 credits.
American Executive Process. Factors involved in the executive process; the
White House Staff, relations with heads of departments, legislative leadership, defense responsibilities, foreign relations, party activities. Prerequisite:
Political Science 281.
3 credits.
International Organization. History and development of the community of
nations; organization and authority of League of Nations; United Nations
and its auxiliary components. Prerequisite: Political Science 281.
3 credits.
The Courts and Civil Rights. Supreme Court decisions concerning voting,
education, transportation, restaurants, housing, employment, due process of
law, and other individual rights. Prerequisite: Political Science 281. 3 credits.
Constitutional Law. Supreme Court decisions relating to civil and political
rights; due process; powers of legislative, executive, and judicial departments;
commerce; taxation; and other areas of judicial review. _Prerequisite: Political
Science 281.
3 credits.
International Relations and Politics. Major concepts and principles involved
in the understanding and analysis of relations among nations. Prerequisite:
Pol. Sci. 281.
3 credits.
Political Parties. American party system, its structure, practices, and policies
as found in caucus, convention, campaign, and election procedures. Prerequisite: Political Science 281.
3 credits.
Legislative Process. Problems connected with democratic legislature. Typical
examples: influence of committees; pol:.tical party influence; pressure groups.
Prerequisite: Political Science 281.
3 credits.
American Political Thought. Philosophy which underlies our American system
of democratic government; political th,~ories which have contributed to formation of our system of government. Prerequisite: Political Science 281.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems in Political Science. A seminar or conference course for advanced students wishing to work out a special problem in Political Science.
1-4 credits.
Classics of Political Thought. Development of political thought, with emphasis upon background of modern dem<Jcratic principles. Prerequisite: Political
Science 281.
3 credits.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
Harold Lieberman, D.S.S., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE
To be eligible, the applicant must have completed at least an undergraduate
minor in one of the foHowing: social science, social studies, economics, political
science, or sociology. In some cases, the applicant may be required to complete
additional undergraduate course work even though he has a completed major or
minor in one of these fields. The student may elect to concentrate in economics,
political science, or sociology, with some course work in the other fields, or he
may elect to emphasize the social sciences more equally. Available under both Plan
A and Plan B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Soc. Sci. 699 Master's Thesis, 3-9 credits (Plan A only).
Electives: Selected course work in social science, economics, political science,
and sociology to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
·
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.

560
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Contemporary Issues Seminar. Analysis of contemporary issues or problems of
an interdisciplinary social science nature. A specific topic will be selected
each time the course is offered. May be repeated.
1-4 credits.
Area Studies Seminar. Analysis of contemporary social, political, and economic
conditions of an area. A specific country or region will be selected each time
the course is offered. May be repeated.
1-4 credits.
Methods in Social Research. Philosophy of science as related to formulation
of research problems; techniques for collecting and analyzing social data;
interpreting results.
2 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in interdisciplinary social science.
1-4 credits.
Problems in the Social Sciences. An examination of the methods used and
the problems faced in the various social science disciplines. Not open to
students with a major or minor in Social Science.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.
SOCIAL STUDIES

640

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Recent Trends in Teaching Social Studies in Secondary School. The Secondary
school social studies program viewed in light of new methods, curriculum
trends, materials, and philosophies.
3 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
H . Goodrich, Ph .D., Chairman

540
542

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Social Role Theory. Relation of social roles to social organization, interaction, deviant behavior, social change, social maintenance. Prerequisite:
Sociology 260.
3 credits.
Social Movements. Analysis of social movements ; origin in discontent; role
of ideas, personal relationships, organizational factors in their development.
Some contemporary social movements. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
3 credits.
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Public Opinion. Nature, function, formation, and measurement of public
opinion; attempts to influence public opinion; propaganda. Prerequisite:
Sociology 260.
4 credits.
World Population Problems. World population trends and pressures; their
causes and consequences; war, international relations; standards of living;
technological change; and cultural contrasts. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
3 credits.
Seminar: Integration of the Social Sciences. Contributions of the various
social sciences to the study of society and social change. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
2-4 credits.
Collective Behavior. Unstable collectivities-collectivities with changing social
structures. Nature, causes, and consequences of collective behavior in mobs,
crowds, publics, etc. Prerequisite : Sociology 260.
3 credits.
Complex Organizations. Social and cultural characteristics of a variety of
formal organizations, with emphasis on both theoretical and practical problems. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
4 credits.
Sociology of Knowledge. Analysis of environmental and social correlates of
a variety of belief systems as well as a study of the genesis, development,
and decline of these belief systems. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
4 credits.
Seminar. Discussion, readings, evaluation of sociological theory, social issues,
or contemporary events. A specific topic selected each time offered. May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
1-4 credits.
Seminar Discussion and Readings in Advanced Anthropology. A specific
topic selected each time offered. May be repeated. Prerequisite: Sociology
250 or permission of department chairman.
4 credits.
School and Community. Community structure, institutions, and life; relationship between community and personality growth; school and community relationship; the community school; youth and community surveys; the coordinating council. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
3 credits.
Social Psychology. Influence of human relations and culture upon development of personality; comparative study of biological, ethnological, and culture approaches to individual, sex, and racial differences; development of attitudes and prejudices; study of propaganda, rumor, and other psycho-social
phenomena. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
4 credits.
Theory of Cultural Change. An examination of various theoretical approaches
to the dynamics of culture change. Prerequisite: Sociology 250.
4 credits.
Issues and Practice in Social Welfare. Background of the modern social work
movement and development in its underlying theory. Prerequisite: Sociology
260, 365.
3 credits.
American Social Institutions. The structure and interrelations of the major
institutions of modern American society. Institutions as agencies of social
control, and institutional disorganization as an effect of social change. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
4 credits.
Social Stratification. Nature, functions, criteria, and significance of social
stratification systems; trends and factors in social mobility. Prerequisite:
Sociology 260.
4 credits.
Development of Sociology. Sociological thought from folklore to social
science: principal stages, central ideas, and major approaches with reference
to social and cultural contents. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
3 credits.
Contemporary Sociological Theory. Systematic organization of concepts and
principles for the explanation of social phenomena and as a guide to contemporary sociological research. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or con ference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Sociology.
1-4 credits.
Principles of Cultural Anthropology. Concepts and theories of anthropology.
Analysis of tribal and peasant cultures; comparison with more complex societies. Prerequisite: Sociology 250 or :WO.
4 credits.
Minority Groups in Society. Patterns of social dominance and subordination.
Causes and consequences of prejudice and discrimination. Sociological theory
and dominant-minority relations. Redi: ction of intergroup conflict. Prerequisite: Sociology 260.
4 credits.

SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ART
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DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ART
Mary Emily Hannah, Ph.D., Acting Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS
An applicant for admission to this program must have completed not less than
24 quarter hours of undergraduate work in Speech beyond the General Education
requirements. For unconditional admittance, the applicant must have an undergraduate honor point ratio of 2.8 or above. Students whose undergraduate honor
point ratio is less than 2.8 may be admitted to the program conditionally.
Fifteen credits must be earned in courses in which enrollment is limited to
graduate students.
I. Courses in Speech and Dramatic Art (24 to 36 credits).
A. Prescribed: Master's Thesis, 6 credits.
B. Electives: From 18 to 30 credits must be elected in Speech and Dramatic
Art courses.
II. Cognate courses: From 9 to 21 credits must be earned in approved cognate
courses.
III. A minimum total of 45 credits is required for the Master of Arts degre in
Speech and Dramatic Art.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
The applicant must have completed at least an undergraduate minor in Speech
in order to choose it as his major at the graduate level. In some cases, the student
may be required to complete additional undergraduate work even though he may
have completed a major or minor. Available only under Plan A.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Speech 699 Master's Thesis, 3-9 credits.
Elective: Selected course work to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
American Public Address I. Major speakers in American history studied from
a rhetorical perspective. Prerequisite: Speech 415.
3 credits.
American Public Address II. Rhetorical analysis of significant American
speakers of the twentieth century. Prerequisite: Speech 415 .
3 credits.
Contemporary Public Address. Critical analysis of speakers and speeches as
they relate to significant political, economic, and social issues since 1940.
Special consideration given to the problems of contemporary rhetorical
criti cism.
3 credits.
British Public Address. Study of selected significant British speeches in historical and rhetorical perspectives.
3 credits.
Theory and Practice of Stage Lighting. Development of stage lighting; basic
needs ; cost and types of equipment. Prerequisite: Speech 236. Laboratory.
2 credits.
Acting and Directing \Vorkshop. Laboratory course designed to give experience in meeting problems in acting and directing in educational theatre
production . Prerequisite: Speech 235.
4 credits.
Scenic Design I. Development of scenic design ; basic needs and procedures
in designing plays. Prerequisite: Speech 235, 236. Laboratory.
3 credits.
Scenic Design II. Continuation of Speech 446. Prerequisite: Speech 446-546.
Laboratory.
2 credits.
Acting II. Analyzing and creating a stage character. Prerequisite : Speech
248.
3 credits.
Directing II. Study and application of advanced directing techniques. Prerequisi te: Speech 349.
3 credits.
Teaching of Speech. Materials and methods of speech in high school.
3 credits.
Scenic Design III. Continuation of Directing II .
3 credits.
Acting III. Continuation of Acting II.
3 credits.
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Directing III. Continuation of Directing Ill.
3 credits.
Theatre Promotion and Business Management. Theatre administrative procedures.
3 credits.
Theatre Design. Patterns in the historical development of theatre design and
construction.
3 credits.
Drama I. The Beginnings to Ibsen. World drama, its origin and genesis.
Primitive drama. Classical Greek and Roman, Oriental, Medieval, Elizabethan,
Neo-classical, French, Restoration, Eighteenth Century to 1875.
4 credits.
Drama II. Ibsen to World War II. Literature and production techniques of
tht modern theatre.
4 credits.
Drama III. Contemporary Drama. Trends in literature and production techniques of present-day world theatre.
4 credits.
Summer Theatre. Intensive study in theatre production for advanced students in residence at the professional Theatre L'Homme Dieu, Alexandria,
Minnesota. Production of ten plays in eleven weeks. Acting, directing, costuming, construction, publicity, lighting, and other disciplines of the theatre.
Registration by application only.
1-8 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
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Special
wishing
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
rhetoric.
Seminar
Seminar
Master's

Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
to work out a special problem in speech or theatre.
1-4 credits.
in Acting.
3 credits.
in Directing.
3 credits.
in Speech Education.
3 credits.
in Technical Problems of Theatre.
3 credits.
in Theatre History.
3 credits.
in Ancient Rhetorical Theory. Major Greek and Roman works in
3 credits.
in Public Address.
3 credits.
in Rhetorical Theory.
3 credits.
Thesis.
3 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY
AND AUDIOLOGY
Martin A. Kammermeier, Acting Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Admission to the graduate program in Speech Science, Pathology, and Audiology requires that the student have completed an undergraduate major in speech
pathology or audiology. \Vhen the student has a bachelor's degree in an area
other than speech pathology or audiology he may be admitted to the program on
condition that he complete 24 quarter hours of undergraduate work in speech
pathology and audiology. Requirements for admission related to academic standing
are the same as those established by the graduate school. A minimum total of ..J.5
credits is required for the Master of Scie nce degree. This program is available
only under Plan A.
1. Prescribed courses:
A. Speech Science, Pathology, and Audiology: 15 credits.
520 Experimental Phonetics, 3 credits.
542 Advanced Audiology, 3 credits.
560 Language Development, 3 credits.
630 Research in SSPA, 3 credits.
651 Practicum, 3 credits.
B. Related Fields: 6 credits.
Psychology 563, Learning Theories, 3 credits.
Psychology 578, Statistical Methe ds, 3 credits.
II. Elective Courses :
A. Speech Science, Pathology and Audiology: 9-15 credits.

SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
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B.
III.
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Related Fields: 3-9 credits.
Subject to the approval of a departmental committee. The student
may elect courses to suit his particular interests.
Master's Thesis: 3-9 credits.

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Experimental Phonetics. Relationship between the acoustic features of speech
sounds and perceptions of speech.
3 credits.
Advanced Audiology. Above-threshold audiometric testing. Objective audiometry. Aid fitting. Auditory training.
3 credits.
Speech as Operant Behavior. Principles of behavior modification applied to
clinical and research problems in speech pathology and audiology. 2 credits.
Language Development. Process of speech and language acquisition in normal children.
3 credits.
Delayed Speech and Language. Etiology, theory and supporting research,
and approaches to treatment of delayed speech and language.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in speech.
1-4 credits.
Research in Speech Pathology and Audiology. Evaluation of methods and
results of original research; experimental design; statistical procedures.
3 credits.
Graduate Practicum in Speech and Hearing. Application of theory and research to clinical problems.
1-3 credits.
Seminar: Voice. Critical evaluation of clinical and research data supporting
current practices in treatment of voice disorders.
3 credits.
Seminar: Articulation. Critical evaluation of clinical and research data supporting practices in treatment of articulation disorders.
3 credits.
Seminar: Cleft Palates. Critical evaluation of clinical and research data supporting practices in treatment of communication problems related to cleft
lip and palate.
3 credits.
Seminar: Laryngectomy. Critical evaluation of clinical and research data
supporting current practices in treatment of communication problems related
to laryngectomy.
3 credits.
Seminar: Aphasia. Critical evaluation of clinical and research data supporting
current practices in treatment of communication problems related to aphasia.
3 credits.
Seminar: Dysarthria. Critical evaluation of clinical and research data supporting current practices in communication problems related to neuromuscular
disorders.
3 credits.
Seminar: Stuttering. Advanced study of the nature, etiology and treatment
of stuttering with emphasis on published research.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

The School of Business
James G. Marmas, Ed.D., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The applicant for admission to the Master of Business Administration program
must meet the following requirements:
1. A baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university.
2. An acceptable score on the Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business
(ATGSB).
3. Undergraduate Scholarship. A minimum grade point average of 2.5 .is required.
4. Demonstration of evidence of aptitude for successful graduate business
study.
Admission is competitive and selection is based on an evaluation of the total
factors.
Information about the test can be obtained at the Graduate Studies office.
The candidate for the Master of Business Administration degree must satisfy the
requirements of all Master's degree programs as described on page 14.
A minimum of one-third of courses must be open only to graduate students. A
minimum of 45 credits is required for Plan A and a minimum of 52 credits for
Plan B.
Phase I - MBA
MBA applicants accepted into the program will have completed, or be expected to complete, course study in each of the following areas:
Basic College Mathematics
Elementary Statistics
Principles of Accounting
Principles of Management
Principles of Finance
Principles of Economics
Principles of Marketing
Business Law
Courses used to satisfy Phase I requirements may not be used to reduce the
course requirements under Phase II. A "B" average is required for course work
taken in Phase I.
Phase II - MBA

I.

The following 24 quarter credits must be completed by all MBA students:
605 Business Seminar, 4 credits.
l\lktg. 629 Theory and Development of \1arketing Thought, 4 credits.
Mktg. 632 Managerial Mathematics, or equivalent, 4 credits.
Mgmt. 670 Business Policies II, or equivalent, 4 credits.
Econ. 677 Business Economics, or equivalent, 4 credits.
Acct. 683 l\lanagerial Accounting, or equivalent, 4 credits.
II. Functional Concentration.
In addition to the required courses outlined above, the candidate must elect
with the adviser's approval a minimum of 12 quarter credits in the student's
functional concentration: (a) Accountirg, (b) Finance, (c) Insurance and Real
Estate, (cl) l\lanagement, or (e) l\larketing, and 16 quarter credits (graduate)
general electives.
III. Plan A. Thesis, 3-9 credits.
Plan B, 16 quarter credits (graduate) general electives.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Business Educati,Jn
For details of this program, refer to D,,partment of Business Education, pages
49-50.
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DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING
Mohamed S. Heakal, Ph.D., Chairman
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Advanced Accounting I. Theory and practice of accounting for partnerships;
joint venture; business combinations; parents and subsidiary accounting
through consolidated balance sheets, income statements and retained earnings.
Prerequisite: Accounting 382.
4 credits.
Advanced Accounting II. Accounting for installment sales, consignments, home
office and branch, statement of affairs, receiverships, statement of realization and liquidation, estates and trusts, governmental and institutional units
and actuarial methods. Prerequisite: Accounting 481-581.
4 credits.
C.P.A. Problems. Selected problems for C.P.A. examinations as preparation
for the accounting practice part of the C.P.A. examination.
4 credits.
Accounting Theory. Analysis of the accounting function. Study of the basic
concepts and principles underlying accounting theory as they relate to asset
valuation and income determination.
4 credits.
Advanced Income Tax. Federal income taxation of partnerships, corporations,
trusts, and estates; Federal estate and gift taxation. Emphasis is placed on
tax planning and tax research. Prerequisite: Accounting 480.
4 credits.
Auditing Theory. Nature of the audit function; nature of the audit evidence,
basic audit techniques; audit standards; professional ethics; and audit reports.
4 credits.
Auditing Problems and Cases. Application of the auditing standards and
techniques in the verification of financial statements and preparation of audit
reports. Prerequisite: Acctg. 486-586.
4 credits.
Accounting Systems. Accounting system planning, design, and applications.
Emphasis is placed on the interaction of computers and accounting in the
development of management information systtms. Prerequisite: Marketing
350.
4 credits.
Controllership. Case analysis of the coordinating and administrative functions of the controller.
4 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in accounting.
1-4 credits.
Business Seminar-Accounting. Selected topics related to accounting theory
and practice. Approval of the department chairman required.
4 credits.
Special Research. A research seminar for MBA students with non-thesis plan.
1-4 credits.
Income determination theory. A critical analysis of the evolution of accounting thought as it relates to income determination, i.e. the balance sheet, the
service, the value, and the information theory approaches.
4 credits.
Cost Accounting Theory. A critical study of cost accounting concepts and
techniques. Emphasis is focused on the goals of the firm and the possible
aid in achieving these goals through cost control, cost analysis, budgets, and
forecasting.
4 credits.
Managerial Accounting. Uses of accounting as a managerial tool. (Not open
to MBA students with functional concentration in Accounting).
4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
Harry Olson, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE
An applicant for admission to this program must have completed at least an
undergraduate minor in Business Education in order to choose it as his major at
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the graduate level. In some cases, the applicant may be required to complete
additional undergraduate work even though he may have completed a major or
minor. Available on both Plan A and B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Bus. 699 Master's Thesis, 3-9 credits (Plan A only).
Electives: Selected course work in Business Education to total 24 credits in
the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, mm1mum.
See course offerings under Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
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Seminar. Discussion and evaluation of readings, current research, and teaching problems in business education. Undergraduates must have completed
their student teaching. 2 hour block of time.
2 credits.
Vocational Education. History, purpose, organization, and philosophy of vocational education.
3 credits.
Methods for Cooperative Programs. Includes related office procedures and
materials.
3 credits.
Adult Education Programs. Planning, administering, supervising, selecting,
and training evening school instructors; evaluating adult office programs.
3 credits.
Coordination Techniques. Guidance, selection, and placing students in work
stations; assisting in job adjustments; developing training programs. 3 credits.
Organization and Administration of Cooperative Programs. Principles, practices, laws and regulations; local, state and federal organization; administrative forms; club programs; curriculum structure; wage and hour laws; coordinator's associations.
3 credits.
Office Management. Problems in planning and directing functions of business
or professional offices, executive duties and responsibilities of office manager
and private secretary, supervision of employees.
4 credits.
Office Automation. The selection, acquisition, application, and operation of
modern electronic data processing systems.
4 credits.
Consumer Education. General education course open to entire student body;
the problems of personal backing, wise consumption, buying on credit, borrowing money, making investments, buying insurance, home ownership,
household records.
4 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
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Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for graduate students wishing to work out a special problem in business education.
1-4 credits.
Foundations in Business Education. Principles, philosophy, and curriculum
development in business education.
3 credits.
Improvement of Instruction in Secretariial Subjects. Instructional materials,
methods and procedures, standards of achievement, and other classroom
problems.
3 credits.
Improvement of Instruction in Accounting and Basic Business Subjects. Aims,
courses of study, materials, teaching techniques, testing programs, and other
classroom problems.
3 credits.
Administration and Supervision of Bu,,iness Education. Problems of teacher,
department head, or supervisor beyond those involved in classroom teaching.
Equipment and layout, budget makiug, publicity, curriculums, selection of
textbooks, employment, rating, and related problems.
3 credits.
Research in Business Education. Anal,ysis and application of published research in business education.
3 credits.
Business for General Education. Consumer law, new types of household insurance, annuities, pensions, Social Se ~urity, tax accounting, estate planning,
and wills. Not open to business majors or minors.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
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DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
LaVerne A. Cox, Ph.D ., Chairman
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
560 Problems in Personnel Administration. Analysis of selected personnel problems. Emphasis is on wage and salary administration, job evaluation, wage
and salary surveys, merit rating, profit sharing, and incentives. Intensive study
of selected issues and problems of manpower utilization. Prerequisite MF 360,
or equivalent, or permi&Sion.
4 credits.
561 Collective Bargaining. Company and union positions in the bargaining process. Gathering, analyzing, and formulating plans; evaluating and revising
contracts, costs and administration of labor agreements.
4 credits.
563 Problems in Production Planning. In depth study of management control
practices including production planning and its relation to engineering; production control including routing, scheduling and dispatching; manpower
requirements; and the interacting of decision-making processes as they relate
to problems in production planning. Prerequisite: MF 363, or equivalent.
4 credits.
56t Industrial Purchasing. Fundamental information regarding procurement principles, procedures, and methods. Planning, systemization, management, research, and analysis.
4 credits.
565 Time and Motion, Work Simplification. Principles and practices, including
motions economy, operation, and analysis, methods, micromotion study, stopwatch time study; analysis and synthesis of data and formula construction.
4 credits.
567 Organizational Theory. Analysis of relationships fostered by the industrialized
productive setting leading to an integration of individual, group, and organization conclusions and data.
4 credits.
571 Corporate Financial Policies. The analysis of financial concepts and their
application to specific corporate problems. Prerequisite: MF 371 or permission.
4 credits.
572 Financial Institutions. A study of the major financial institutions and their
role in the field of finance including principal financial management problems
related to these financial institutions. Management of commercial banks, savings and investment institutions, leading institutions, and investment intermediaries will be examined in depth. Prerequisite: MF 371, or Economics 471,
or equivalent, or permission.
4 credits.
573 Investment Principles. Analysis of the national economy and industries and
their effect on common stock performance. Bond analysis, portfolio management and financial institutions. Prerequisite: MF 371, or equivalent, or permission.
4 credits.
574 Security Analysis. Stock market organization and operation. Interpretation
of financial statements and examination of variables affecting the investment
value of common stocks.
4 credits.
575 Life and Health Insurance. Risk Management applied to personal and personnel risks. Life and health contracts, group life insurance, pension plans,
programming, estate planning and business insurance.
4 credits.
576 Property and Liability Insurance. Risk Management applied to insurable
property and liability risks. Contracts; essentials of insurance law; rates and
reserves; insurance surveys, types of property and liability insurees; optimum
insurance programs.
4 credits.
578 Advanced Real Estate. Financial and legal aspects of real estate ownership
and occupancy with emphasis on deeds, contract for deed, estate mortgages,
contract for purchase and trust as well as intestate and testate succession
laws, taxation, homestead and special problems related to these areas. Prerequisite: MF 378, or equivalent, or permission.
4 credits.
600

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in management/finance.
1-4 credits.

52 MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS
605 Business Seminar - (I) Management; (2) Finance; (3) Insurance & Real Estate.
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An examination of recent developments in business concepts and analyses
of specific business problems, with emphasis on their relationships to the
specific functional areas of business.
4 credits.
Business Case Analysis. Independent reS€arch culminating with written and/
or oral presentation.
3 credits.
Public Policy Seminar. Readings and problem analysis; business decisions
in economic, legal, political, and social context.
4 credits.
Readings in Management. Special readings to provide depth and breadth
in the subject area.
4 credits.
Decision Making Techniques. The theory of decision making and its practical
application to business problems using various analytical techniques.
4 credits.
Business Policies Il. Advanced analysis, case studies, and outside readings
in contemporary management problems.
4 credits.
Readings in Finance. Special readings to provide depth and breadth in the
subject area.
4 credits.
Readings in Insurance and Real Estate. Special readings to provide depth
and breadth in the subject area.
4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS
Robert G. Benson, Ph.D., Chairman
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Retailing Management. Organization for retailing and functional activities
involved. Includes problems of inventory methods, credit and collections, personnel, location, layout, receiving, and delivery.
4 credits.
Advanced Retailing Management. Study of markup, computation of profit,
inventory valuation, stock control, merchandise planning, expense control,
and merchandising policies.
4 credits.
Price Policy. Examines price theory, objectives, and practice. Role of judgment in prices, non-price competition, administered pricing, judicial and legislative intervention.
4 credits.
Advertising Management. Analysis of advertising policies and practices in
campaign planning, media selection, client-agency relationships, research
and testing. Prerequisite: Mktg. 322, or instructor's consent.
4 credits.
Sales Management. Managerial aspects of sales promotion, problems involved
in investigations of markets, planning sales effort, management of sales personnel, and control of sales operations. Prerequisite: Mktg. 323, or consent of
instructor.
4 credits.
Marketing Research. Research process as an aid to decision making in
marketing management. Research methodology, presentation of marketing research results, evaluation of the effectiveness of marketing research. 4 credits.
Marketing Systems. An introduction lco the system concept in the analysis
of marketing activities. The study of system theory, and its application to
marketing. Emphasis is on the explan.ition of varying approaches to marketing systems, such as ecological, institutional, and social physics. The development of marketing systems.
4 credits.
International Marketing. Stresses the importance of international marketing
to the American economy and analyzes United States international marketing with emphasis on the problems and practices of managing international
marketing activities. Characteristics, structure, and competitive factors of
international markets are analyzed.
4 credits.
Marketing Management. Integration of marketing with other business functions. Marketing management and dedsion making. Planning marketing programs: product, channels of distrib t1tion, pricing, selling and promotion
policies.
4 credits.
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Problems in Retailing. Case studies in retail profit, merchandising policies,
buying, pricing, merchandise control, sales promotion, personnel, store system and operation, and finance.
4 credits.
535 Business Law. An introduction to the legal process, contracts, and sales incorporating the Uniform Commercial Code.
4 credits.
536 Business Law. Negotiable instruments and the Uniform Commercial Code,
and business associations including agency, partnerships, and corporations.
4 credits.
537 Business Law. Real and personal property, trusts, mortgages-, bankruptcy,
wills and estates, and secured transactions.
4 credits.
538 Law and Society. Resolving disputes, maintaining historical continuity, protecting voluntary arrangements and alleviating acute social conflict. Cases
from criminal, tort and domes.tic relations law.
4 credits.
551 Computer Programming. Analysis and design of computer based information
systems within the firm. Emphasis on information requirements, design approaches, feasibility studies, proces•sing methods, system implementation,
documentation, and use of the COBOL computer language. Students design
business information systems using a project or case approach. Prerequisite:
350 or consent of instructor.
4 credits.
600
605
626
629

632

633
699

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students in
any area of business wishing to work out a special problem in his major
field.
1-4 credits.
Business Seminar-Marketing. Selected topics related to marketing theory
and practice. Consent of instructor required.
4 credits.
Readings in Marketing. Augments coursework in marketing to meet individual
student needs. Consent of instructor required.
1-3 credits.
Theory and Development of Marketing Thought. Introduces various approaches
to marketing theory, with emphasis on sources and meaning of marketing
theory. Traces development of marketing thought since the 1800's to the
present, and analyzes current concepts and dimensions of marketing thought.
4 credits.
Managerial Mathematics. Theoretic and applied uses of mathematics in
managerial situations. The basic mathematics needed to understand the literature of operations research, management soience, managerial economics, and
decision theory.
4 credits.
Business Case Analysis. Independent research culminating in written and/
or oral presentation.
1-3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

The School of Education
Irvamae Applegate, l'h.D., Dean

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Owen A. Hagen, Ed.D., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Elementary Education
In order to gain admittance to the graduate program with Elementary Education as his major, a student must be eligible for a Minnesota elementary school
teacher's certificate.
The student must have at least one year of experience teaching at the elementary school level before he will be admitted as a candidate for the Master's
degree in the elementary education program.
A candidate for the Master's degree in Elementary Education must have completed a minimum of 54 q1;1arter credits (undergraduate and graduate) in professional education courses, and he must have met the following course requirements
before the degree will be granted:
I. Major in Elementary Education (minimum 24 credits).
A. Prescribed:
1. Ed. 699, 3 to 6 er. (Plan A).
2. Ed. 660, Elementary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
B. Electives: A minimum of 9 to 15 credits must be earned in courses related to teaching in the elementary school.
C. Other Professional Education: A minimum of 3 credits each must be
earned in two of the following four areas:
Ed. 616, 3 er., or
Ed. 571, 3 er.
Ed. 659, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3 er. or
Ed. 650, 3 er.
Psy. 571, 3 er.
II. Psy. 678 Statistical Methods, 3 credits.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: A minimum of 15 credits must be earned in fields other
than Professional Education;
6 of these 15 credits must be taken in the General Studies Core, see page 17.
V. Electives: 3 credits, minimum required in Plan B.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Reading Specialist
A graduate student who wishes to become a reading coordinator, consultant
or supervisor must have completed a Master"s degree in Reading. Two years of
teaching experience is regarded as desirable background for admission to the program.
Both Plans A and B are available to students who enroll in this program.
An applicant for admission to this program must have met the following requirements :
1. He must hold or be eligible for a Minnesota elementary or secondary school
teacher's certificate.
2. He must have taken a course in developmental reading at the elementary
school level (Ed. 250 or Ed. 412 or equivalent).
3. He must have taken a course in children's or adolescent literature
(Eng. 251, Eng. 353 or equivalent, or Ed. 290).
4. He must have taken a course in developmental reading at the secondary
school level (Ed. 417-517 or equivalent).
5. He must have taken a course in exceptional children (Ed. 471-571 or equivalent), (Ed. 571 may be included under "Other Professional Education").

I.

Prescribed courses
Ed. 519, 3
Ed. 521, 3
Ed. 523. 3

for Reading Specialists (Plans A and B).
er.
Ed. 525, 3 er.
er.
Psy. 686, 3 er. or
Psy. 687, 3 er.
er.
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II.

Other Professional Education.
Minimum: 6 credits under Plan A and 9 credits under Plan B are to b e
elected from the following courses:
Ed. 571, 3 er.
Psy. 571, 3 er.
Ed. 581, 3 er.
Psy. 572, 3 er.
Eng. 652, 4 er.
Psy. 573, 3 er.
Psy. 566, 3 er.
Psy. 575, 3 er.
Psy. 568, 3 er.
Psy. 585, 3 er.
III. Professional Core (Plans A and B).
A. Required: Psy. 678, 3 er.
B. Electives: Elect 2 of the following Professional Core courses:
Ed. 660, 3 er. or
Ed. 616, 3 er. or
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Ed. 659, 3 er.
Ed. 667, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3 er.
IV. Master's Thesis, 3 credits (Plan A only).
V. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits (Plans A and B).
VI. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studi~ Core, page 17.
VII. Electives: minimum, 3 credits (Plan B only).
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Elementary School Administration
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in the program for Elementary
School Principals, h e must be eligible for a Minnesota elementary school teacher's
certificate.
The student must have at least one year of experience at the elementary school
level before he will be admitted as a candidate for the Master's degree in the
elementary school principalship program.
The following program has been approved by the Minnesota State Department of Education and the Minnesota State Board of Education for meeting the
professional preparation requirements of the Standard Elementary School Principal's
certificate:
Plans A and B
I. Major in Elementary School Administration, minimum 24 credits.
A. Prescribed:
Ed. 660, 3 er.
Ed. 692, 3 er.
Ed. 696, 3 er.
Ed. 699, 3-6 er. (Plan A only).
B. Electives: A minimum of three additional credit hours is required in
each of the following areas: Administration, Supervision and Curriculum.
Any of the courses listed in the following three sections will meet these
elective requirements:
1. Elementary School Administration
Ed. 519, 3 er.
Ed. 595, 3 er.
Ed. 650, 3 er.
Ed. 698, 3 er.
Ed. 674, 3 er.

2. Elementary
Ed. 519, 3
Ed. 651, 3
Ed. 652, 3
Ed. 653, 3
Ed. 654, 3
Ed. 655, 3

II.

School Supervision
er.
Ed.
er.
Ed.
er.
Ed.
er.
Ed.
er.
Ed.
Ed.
er.

658,
662,
667,
678,
679,
595,

3
3
3
3
3
3

er.
er.
er.
er.
er.
er.

3. Elementary School Curriculum
Ed. 521, 3 er.
Ed. 658, 3 er.
Ed. 651, 3 er.
Ed. 662, 3 er.
Ed. 652, 3 er.
Ed. 679, 3 er.
Ed. 653, 3 er.
Ed. 595, 3 er.
Ed. 654, 3 er.
H. Ed. 630, 3 er.
Ed. 655, 3 er.
Music 650, 4 er.
Ed. 656, 3 er.
4. Additional elective credits must be chosen from the three foregoing
sections to make a total of 24 credits in the major.
Other Professional Education:
A. Prescribed: Ed. 616, 3 er.
Psy. 678, 3 er.
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B.

Elective: Elect one of the following courses:
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3
Ed. 571, 3 er.
Psy. 564, 3
Ed. 581, 3 er.
Psy. 572, 3
III. Education 615: Introduction to Research, 3 er.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General
V. Electives: A minimum of three credits of electives

er.
er.
er.
Studies Core, page 17.
are required in Plan B.

DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
Fred T. Menninga, Ed.D., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Junior High School Education
The following graduate program is designed for teachers who are or plan to
become career junior high school teachers. Prospective candidates must meet all
the standard entrance requirements for graduate studies at this college, have an
entrance conference with the junior high graduate advisers, and pass the departmental qualifying examination before acceptance to candidacy for the degree is
approved. Candidates may elect either Plan A or Plan B programs.
I. Junior High School Majqr Concentration.
A. Ed. 699, Thesis, 3 er. (Plan A only; problem may be selected in subject
matter area or junior high school education.)
B. Ed. 690, Junior High Seminar, 3 er.
C. Junior High School teaching area, 9 er.
In collaboration with the adviser students shall elect an internship
(Teaching 605 or 620) or select creditable work in areas of: advanced
methods, guidance, reading, teaching theory and practice, or additional
subject matter concentration.
D. Subject matter concentration in junior high school teaching fields,
18 er. Plan A; 21 or. Plan B. Two fields are recommended.
Il. Psychology.
A. Psy. 678, Statistical Methods, 3 er. (Plan B only).
B. Psy. 670, Developmental Psychology, 3 er.
III. Research: Ed. 615, Introduction to Research, 3 er.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Secondary School Teaching Fields
In all secondary school majors except those where a different amount of undergraduate preparation is prescribed in the departmental description; a graduate student
must have completed at least an undergraduate minor in a subject area in order
to be eligible to choose it as his major at the graduate level. In some cases, it will
be necessary for the applicant to complete some prerequisite undergraduate work
even though he may have an undergraduate major or minor in his proposed graduate
major.
Programs in secondary school teaching fields are listed under the departmental
majors. For details of program requirements, refer to department course listings.
Programs are available in art, biology, broad sciences (listed under chemistry),
English, geography, history, mathematics, music, physical science (listed under
physics), social science, speech and dramatic art, business education, physical education, and industrial education.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Secondary School Administration
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in this program, he must be
eligible for a Minnesota secondary school teacher's certificate. He needs the
recommendation of the chairman and one other member of the Department of
Secondary Education.
The student must have at least two years of teaching experience at the secondary school level before he will be admitted as a candidate for the Master's
degree in Secondary School Administration. The following program has been approved by the Minnesota State Department c,f Education.
The following program is given under both Plan A and Plan B.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

1.

Required Courses for Degree.
Administration:
Ed. 674, 3 er.
Ed. 676, 3 er.
B. Related Fields:
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Ed. 675, 3 er.
C. Plan A: Ed. 699, 3 er.
Plan B: Ed. 606, 3 er.
Psy. 678, 3 er.
Elective Courses :
A. Major (2 electives).
Ed. 690, 3 er.
Ed. 659, 3 er.
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A.

II.

Ed. 650, 3 er.
Ed. 677, 3 er.

Ed. 660, 3 er.
Ed. 616, 3 er.
1.M. 601

B.

Psychology (3 electives).
Psy. 663, 3 er.
Psy. 564, 3 er. or
Psy. 697, 3 er.
Psy. 670, 3 er.
Psy. 678, (Not an elective for Plan B - Elect 3 of the remaining
courses.)
III. Ed. 615, Introduction to Research, 3 er.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page ... 17.

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Stanle y C. Knox, Ph.D., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Special Education
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in the program, he must be eligible
for a Minnesota Teacher's Certificate. One year's teaching experience is considered
desirable for admission to this program.
Both Plan A and Plan B are available to students who enroll in this program.
Plan A is designed primarily for those students who have obtained a teaching endorsement in special education who desire advanced work. For those who are
working toward certification, Plan B is recommended.
Plan A
I. Prescribed courses in Special Education (Minimum: 24 credits).
A. 15 to 21 credits in special education selected in conference with adviser.
B. Master's Thesis, 3 to 9 credits.
II. Professional Education (Minimum: 9 credits).
A. Prescribed: Psy. 678, 3 er.
B. Elect 2 of the following Professional Education courses:
Ed. 616, 3 er.
Ed. 659, 3 er.
Ed. 660, 3 er. or
Ed. 667, 3 er.
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3 er.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
:elan B
I . Courses in SJ?ecial Education (minimum: 24 credits).
A. Prescribed:
Ed. 571, 3 er.
Ed. 684, 3 er.
Ed. 583, 3 er.
Psy. 573, 3 er.
B. Elect 12 credits in Special Education with approval of adviser.
Professional
Education
(minimum:
9
credits).
II.
A. Prescribed: Psy. 678, 3 er.
B. Elect 2 of the following Professional Education courses:
Ed. 616, 3 er.
Ed . 659, 3 er.
Ed. 660, 3 er. or
Ed. 667, 3 er.
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3 er.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 er.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives: minimum, 3 credits.
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EDUCATION
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

517 Developmental Reading in the Junior and Senior High School. Nature of high

519
521

523

525
571

572
573
581
582

583

589
591

592

597

school reading program; development of ireading techniques and skills; development of vocabulary, reading interests, and reading ability in content fields;
appraisal of reading abilities, diagnosis and remediation.
3 credits.
Administration and Supervision of the Heading Program. Emphasis on implementation and improvement of the reading program from pre-reading
through corrective procedures in high school.
3 credits.
Analysis and Correction of Reading Disabilities. Causes of reading difficulties,
procedures to diagnose and correct them. Relationship to disabilities of vision,
hearing, speech, intelligence, preference, health, readiness, home environment,
school environment. Prerequisite: One year teaching experience and a course
in developmental reading.
3 credits.
Practice in Analysis of Reading Disabilities. Clinical experiences in administration and interpretation of techniques in diagnosing reading disabilities.
Opportunity to determine causes of disabilities found in cases sent to Psychological Services Center and to prescribe needed remediation. Prerequisite:
Ed. 421-521 and Department approval.
3 credits.
Practice in Correction of Reading Disabilities. Clinical experiences in correction of reading disabilities. Prerequisite: Ed. 423-523 and Department approval.
3 credits.
Introduction to Exceptional Children. Recognition, needs, and guidance of
children who deviate significantly from the average in physical, mental, emotional, or social characteristics; implications for education of all children.
3 credits.
Education of the Culturally Disadvantag1id. Problems of cognitive, linguistic,
social, and emotional development. Problems of measurement. Pre-school, elementary and secondary school programs. Hole of supportive agencies. 3 credits.
Behavior Problems in the School. Nature of behavior problems in school
programs including types of problems, ,~tiology, and management. Role of
other agencies. Parental consultation.
3 credits.
Education of the Gifted. Identification and characteristics; psychological factors; educational provisions and procedmes with focus on improvement of
instruction; recent studies and surveys.
3 credits.
Methods and Materials in Special Education I. Selection of children and. organization of school programs for mentally retarded and orthopedically handicapped children. Supportive services. Curriculum adjustment, teaching methodologies and special procedures.
3 credits.
Methods and Materials in Special Educatfon II. Intensive analysis of curricular
materials to be used with mentally retarded and orthopedically handicapped
children. Techniques of presentation. Reporting to parents and parent counseling. Observation and participation. Prerequisite: Ed. 482-582.
3 credits.
Orthopedic Handicaps in the School. Characteristics, etiology, treatment, and
prognosis of the various types of orthopedic handicaps. Role of the auxiliary
services and other professions.
3 credits.
Special Learning Disabilities I. An investigation of language problems and
deficits related to learning in children. Techniques of diagnosis, evaluation
and treatment for more efficient instruction.
3 credits.
Special Leaming Disabilities II. A study of learning problems associated
with emotional and neurological problems in children especially those related
to perception. Analysis and diagnosis of perceptual disorders. Procedures for
teaching children with perceptual disorders. Observation and participation.
Prerequisite: Ed. 491-591.
3 credits.
Aviation Education Workshop. Aviation in planning teaching units and in
developing background for teaching about the Air Age; teaching aids; lectures; demonstrations; field and labora.tory work.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

600

Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in education.
1-4 credits.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
601

602

603

604

605
607
608

609
610

613

614
615

616
628.

640
641
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Research and Theory in Educational Administration. Emphasis on human
behavior in its relationship to the theory and practice of administrative behavior. Content would be models as drawn from the related fields of business administration, economics, social psychology, sociology, and political
science.
3 credits.
Evaluation of the School Program. Historical and recent developments in
evaluation of the school program: practices, problems, and issues; evaluative
research studies of significance; evaluative criteria; approaches to school
evaluation; published evaluation materials for appraising the school program,
and accrediting groups.
3 credits.
Curriculum Construction. Study of local, state and national curriculum patterns ; trends, influences for change ; courses of study in the subject areas; the
techniques for constructing curriculum; K-12 scope and sequence; the instructional, psychological, medical, and other out-of-school resources available as effective supplements to the instructional program and how to relate
them to the instructional group.
3 credits.
School Finance. Problems of school finance; business management; local,
state and federal sources of school income; budgeting; accounting; construction of the school budget; and the relationship of school finance to the
effectiveness of the instructional program.
3 credits.
Current Instructional Research. A review and appraisal of research study
findings in all Instructional areas. Educational implications of the research.
3 credits.
Modern Trends in Secondary Education. A study and analysis of the various
kinds of new educational materials, programs and equipment; speakers, visitations, and observation.
3 credits.
Public Relations for School Administrators. Techniques of Public Relations;
a study of communication structures in the community; speaking to and
working with special interest groups; preparing news releases; working with
press, radio, television; school publications.
3 credits.
Comparative Education. A comparative study of the foundations, practices,
and problems of European, Asiatic, and American school systems. 3 credits.
Simulated Experiences in Educational Administration. Actual supervisory and
administrative problem situations are dealt with through student participation in representations of the real problems.
3 credits.
Practicum in Curriculum Construction and Development. Actual work with
a school system to (1) survey the needs of the community, (2) study the
present curriculum in the school, and (3) suggest changes. This may be a
survey of the total curriculum as a generalist or a specific subject area as a
specialist. Results will be presented in form of a paper to the instructor.
3 credits.
Interpretation of Research. Documentation and bibliography; kinds of research
and research methods; use and interpretation of basic statistical tools and procedures.
3 credits.
Introduction to Research. Evaluating research procedures and interpreting
findings. Defining and delimiting a problem, efficient gathering, and proper
documentation of data, organization and presentation of findings in acceptable
form.
3 credits.
Philosophy of Education. Historical aspects of education theory; beliefs, arguments, and assumptions underlying current educational thought and practice.
3 crelits.
The School and the Social Order. Importance of education in the socialist
structure, effects of a culture on education, the interrelationships between
education and the economic, social and political systems; comparative education.
3 credits.
School Plant P.lanning and Management. Plant planning and financing, (including community surveys), board elections, operation and maintenance of
school buildings.
3 credits.
Surveys and Field Studies. The theory, techniques, procedures, and results
of school surveys and field studies. Written field study report required. Prerequsite: Education 615.
3 credits.
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650 School Law. Statutes and judicial decisions affecting public education in

651

652

653

654

655

656
658
659

660

661

662
667

674

675

676
677

Minnesota and other states. Legal authority, powers, and liabilities of school
personnel with respect to school finance, curriculum, property, contracts,
pensions, tenure, etc.
0 credits.
Elementary Language Arts. Activities and procedures for improving instruction in the language arts. Analysis and evaluation of literature, research findings, and curriculum materials in the language arts curriculum. Prerequisite:
One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Elementary Science. Activities and procedures for improving instmction in
science instruction. Analysis and evaluation of literature, research findings,
and curriculum materials in the science curriculum. Prerequisite: One year of
teaching experience.
3 credits.
Elementary Social Studies. Activities and procedures for improving instruction in the social studies. Analysis and evaluation of literature, research findings, and curriculum materials in the social studies curriculum. Prerequisite:
One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Elementary Arithmetic. Activities and procedures for improving instruction
in arithmetic instruction. Analysis and evaluation of literature, research findings, and curriculum materials in the arithmetic curriculum. Prerequisite:
One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Elementary Education. Problems, conditions, and issues relating to elementary
education. Analysis and study of contemporary trends and practices in organization, curriculum, materials, evaluation and reporting procedures, and
articulation. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching. Diagnostic and remedial techniques used
in teaching, reading, spelling, handwriting, fundamentals of English and
arithmetic. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Teaching of Reading, Current reading and research materials. Prerequisite :
One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Problems in American Education. Issues arising in our American educational
situation; organizing principle of education in a democracy; the school and
the state; education and social reconstrnction; public schools and religious
education; academic freedom; teaching controversial issues. Prerequisite: Ed.
615, or taken concurrently.
3 credits.
Elementary Curriculum. Historical development; current issues and trends;
sociological and psychological foundations; organization; programs and P\:Ocedures of curriculum improvement stressing roles of teacher and adrnimstrator. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Secondary Curriculum. Historical development; current issues and trends;
sociological and psychological foundations, theories of secondary school education; organization; programs and procedures of curriculum improvement
stressing role of teacher.
3 credits.
Kindergarten, Primary Education. Activities and procedures to improve the
teaching and use of materials in kindergarten and primary program. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Human Relations. Techniques and practice of group interaction in problematic relation situations; case analysis; group discussion; socio-drama and roleplaying; action research; community and school projects.
3 credits.
Educational Administration, Administration of education in the United States,
problems relating to participation of Feleral government in education, the
organization and duties of state departments of education; major activities of
boards and superintendents of local school units.
3 credits.
Improvement of Secondary School Instruction. Leaming principles at adolescent level, Secondary school curriculum, planning for classroom instruction,
managing a classroom, conducting individual and group work, using instructional materials, study and work habits.
3 credits.
Secondary School Principalship. For students preparing for administration
of secondary schools, principles and practices in organization and administration of secondary schools.
3 credits.
Personnel Administration in Education. Theories and principles of school personnel administration; personnel policies and procedures; selection, appointment, and orientation; salary policies, evaluation, and professional welfare.
3 credits.

STUDENT TEACHING
678

679

684
685

686
687

690

692

694

696

698

699
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Supervision of Student Teaching. Procedures for guiding students in planning,
teaching, and evaluating learning activities. Prerequisite: Two years successful teaching experience. Enrollment restricted to present and past co-operating teachers and those in a position to supervise student teachers.
3 credits.
Unit Teaching in Elementary School. Philosophy underlying unit teaching;
practical suggestions for planning, organizing, and developing a unit of work
with children. Relation of unit teaching to total school program. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Problems in Special Education.
3 credits.
Recent Research in Mental Retardation. Trends, implications for planning
educational programs for mentally retarded, emphasis on studies in psychology and education. Prerequisites: Education 483 and Psychology 473.
3 credits.
Supervision of Special Education. Methods, problems of staffing, curriculum
development, administrative relationships. Prerequisite: a course in SUJ;Jervision.
3 cre<lits.
Curriculum for Special Education. Research into problems and changing
concepts in planning for the handicapped child in public school programs.
Effects of expanding special education programs on the school curriculum.
Consideration of innovative curricular approaches. Trends of present programs. Future considerations.
3 credits.
Junior High School Education Seminar. History, philosophy, and development of junior high school; organization and management; curriculum organization; guidance; extra-curricular activities.
3 credits.
Elementary School Administration. Responsibilities of elementary school principal; relationships between teacher, principal, superintendent, and board of
education; elementary school program; special learning aids; pupil accounting; use and care of school facilities; non-teaching staff. Prerequisite: One
year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Seminar in Elementary School Education. Problems in elementary school
teaching methods and curricular organization. Areas of emphasis determined
by needs of seminar members. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
1-4 credits.
Elementary School Supervision. Organization, purposes, and procedures for
supervision; study of teaching-learning situations with emphasis upon principal's function in diagnosis and improvement of instruction. Prerequisite:
One year of teaching experience.
3 credits.
Seminar in Elementary School Administration. Problems facing principals in
organization and administration of elementary schools. Areas of emphasis
determined by needs and members of seminar. Open only to experienced
elementary school teachers and principals. Prerequisite: One year of teaching experience.
1-4 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT TEACHING
Floyd Perry, Ed.D., Chairman
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Elective Teaching. Supervised laboratory experience in any of the following
areas: teaching, guidance, school administration, supervision of instruction.
Prerequisite: Two years successful teaching experience.
2-4 credits.
605 Internship. A full year of on-the-job supervised teaching as part of the fifth
year or master's degree available to selected, mature, certified, beginning
teachers. Participants selected jointly by college and participating public
schools. Workshops and seminars will be conducted by the college to supplement the experience. Supervision provided by a master teacher and college
supervisor.
3 credits each registration; maximum 9 credits.
606 Internship in Secondary School Administration. Practical administrative experience in cooperation with selected school administrators. Prerequisite: Two
years successful teaching experience.
3-9 credits.

600

62

612

614

620

HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

Student Teaching. Supervised secondary and post-secondary teaching for
students preparing to teach in grades 7-14. Assignment will be in a public
educational institution. Prerequisite: Psychology 663 and Education 661 or
equivalent.
16 credits.
Special Area Teaching. Supervised teaching for students with majors in fine
arts, music, industrial arts, health and physical education, or information
media. Assignments may be in grades 7-14 in a public educational institution.
Prerequisite: Psychology 663 and Education 661 or equivalent.
16 credits.
Teaching in the Junior High School. Internship opportunities for observation,
participation, and teaching in a junior high school core program; parallel
classwork related to nature, conditions, and problems in core teaching.
6 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
AND RECREATION
John D. Kasper, P.E.D ., Chairman
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Physical Education
Applicants for this program must have completed at least an undergraduate
minor in Physical Education in order to select it as his graduate major. In some
cases, the applicant may be required to complete additional undergraduate work
even though he may have completed a major or minor. Available under both Plan
A and B. Health Education courses may be used in the major.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Prescribed: Phy. Ed. 699 Master's Thesis, 3-6 credits.
Elective: Selected courses to total 24 credits in the major.
II. Professional Education: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Physical Education Supervision
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in the program for Physical Education Supervisors, he must be eligible for a Minnesota Teacher's Certificate for
the appropriate area. The applicant must have two years of teaching experience in
the field he plans to supervise before he will be accepted as a candidate for the
Master's degree.
The following program has been approved by the Minnesota State Department
of Education for meeting the requirements of the Supervisor's Certificate:
I. Major: A minimum of 18 quarter credits must be earned in the special subject field .
For applicants with undergraduate preparation at either the elementary or
the secondary school levels.
A. Prerequisite:
Phy. Ed. 411-511, 4 er.
Phy. Ed. 450-550, 4 er.
B. Prescribed:
Phy. Ed. 613, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 660, 3 er.
C. Electives: A minimum of twelve credits must be earned in the following
courses:
Phy. Ed. 608, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 633, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 609, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 635, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 610, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 640, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 512, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 641, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 620, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 652, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 630, 4 er.
Phy. Ed. 556, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 631, 3 er.
Phy. Ed. 661, 3 er.
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II.

A minimum of 18 credits must be earned in administration, supervision, and
curriculum.
A. Administration: 6 credits, minimum.
Ed. 674 Educational Administration, 3 credits.
Ed. 692 Elementary School Administration, 3 credits.
B. Supervision: 6 credits, minimum.
Ed. 655 Modern Trends in Elementary Education, 3 credits.
Ed. 696 Elementary School Supervision, 3 credits.
C. Curriculum: 6 credits, minimum.
Ed. 660 Elementary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
Ed. 661 Secondary School Curriculum, 3 credits.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. Psy 678 Statistical Methods, 3 credits.
V. Phy. Ed. 699 Master's Thesis, 3 credits.

5ll
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600
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613
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Organization and Development of Physical Education in the Elementary
School. Principles, problems, and procedures. Open to 4-year elementary
graduates.
4 credits.
History of Physical Education. Role of physical education in the life of primitive man and ancient societies to the present. Impact of program in foreign
countries on the program of this country.
3 credits.
Organization and Administration of Intramural Sports. Methods and materials
of intramural sports program in public schools. Content of program, methods
of organizing competition, regulations governing play, outcomes, and awards.
3 credits.
Curriculum in Physical Education. Planning units of work; psychological, sociological, and physiological factors involved. Open only to majors and
minors except by consent of Department Chairman.
4 credits.
The Administration of Interscholastic Athletics. History and objectives of
high school athletics; local organization, state and national control over high
school athletics; safety and sanitation in athletics.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Physical Education.
1-4 credits.
Principles of Movement. A study of the scientific principles that form the
basis for developing a complete concept and understanding of human movement.
3 credits.
Principles and Philosophy of Physical Education. Biological, sociological, and
psychological interpretations of physical education. Philosophical concepts
from ancient Roman and Greek cultures to present.
3 credits.
Sport and Society. The inter-relationship of sports and athletics with other
aspects of culture. Emphasis is on the twentieth century. Prerequisite: 412512 or consent of instructor.
3 credits.
Comparative Physical Education. A study of physical education in other parts
of the world with emphasis on methods of instruction, objectives and types
of activities. Selected countries will be studied in depth.
3 credits.
Supervision of Instruction in Health and Physical Education. Planning; teacher qualifications, conducting conferences with health and physical education
teachers.
3 credits.
Physiology of Exercise. Review of basic systems of the body; emphasis upon
neural controls; with analysis of the manner in which exacting requirements
of exercise are met. Prerequisite: P.E. 349.
3 oredits.
Seminar in Physical Education. Problems of teachers engaged in teaching or
supervising physical education in the public schools.
3 credits.
Readings and Research in Physical Education.
1-4 credits.
Theory of Dance. History, principles, theory, and philosophy underlying
dance from primitive times to the present.
3 credits.
Camping Administration. Organization and administration of camps; program
planning; selection and training of staff; camp site selection and development, health and safety.
3 credits.
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Outdoor Education. Developments in outdoor education. Instructional principles of outing activities and outdoor education program materials and
methods.
3 credits.
652 Tests and Measurements in Physical Education. Critical study of tests and
measurements available in physical education; methods of constructing and
evaluating new tests and measurements.
3 credits.
654 Advanced Theory of Competitive Athletics. Practical problems associated with
coaching and training a competitive athlete through high school and college
years. No one sport will be stressed. Physical, intellectual, and psychological
phases of athlete's life contingent on high performance.
3 credits.
660 Administration of Physical Education. Facilities, equipment, space, time, costs,
etc. involved in promotion of a physical education program.
3 credits.
661 Planning Physical Education Facilities. Principles, terminology, and standards
for planning construction, use, and maintenance of facilities.
3 credits.
3-6 credits.
699 Master's Thesis.
HEALTH EDUCATION
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
581 Human Sexuality. Body growth and development, reproduction, and heredity.
Role of the home, church, school and community in family life education,
dating and courtship, marriage and family living.
4 credits.
582 Man and His Diseases. Concepts of health, aging and longevity, vital statistics, communicable and chronic diseases, environmental health, alcoholism
and drug addiction.
4 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
630 Seminar in School Health Education. Problems confronting teachers engaged
in teaching or supervising health education in public schools.
3 credits.
632 Survey of Recent Research in the Field ,of Health. Readings and discussions
of recent studies and authentic reports in various areas• of health interest.
3 credits.
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DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION
Luther Brown, Ph.D.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Information Media Personnel
Encompassed in the Information Media are the concepts dealing with printed
(book) and non-printed {audio, projected, and non-projected) materials. Majors in
this area are expected to attain competency in the theory and practice of identification, preparation, procurement, organization and servicing of information media
materials in support of the curriculum. Majors should expect to become qualified
in one or more of the following : Librarianship, Audio-Visual Education, Coordinator
or Director, Curriculum or Instructional Materials Consultant, and Supervisor of
Information Media Centers and Systems.
The Information Media major is offered under Plan B only. A minimum of
54 quarter hours of graduate credit is required for the Information Media degree,
including a minimum of 30 quarter hours of credit in the major. Students with
the library science minor may pursue this major in consultation with the adviser.
Prerequisite (or concurrent enrollment) courses:
I.M. 275 Introduction to Librarianship.
2 credits.
1.1\1. 468 Audio Visual Materials and Methods of instruction.
3 credits.
I. Major Requirements (minimum). 30 credits.
An individual who has satisfactorily completed comparable courses will,
in consultation with his adviser, complete the requirements by choosing
from the electives listed below.
A. Prescribed:
I.M. 601, 3 er., must be completed within the first three courses
applicable to the information Media major.
I.M. 502, 3 er.
1.M. 578, 3 er.
I.M . 611, 3 er.
I.M. 579, 3 er.
1.M. 576, 3 er.
1.M. 580, 3 er.
1.M. 577, 3 er.
I .M. 692, 3 er.
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B.

Electives:
I.M. 600, 3 er.
I.M. 645, 3 er.
I.M. 625, 3 er.
I.M. 681, 3 er.
I.M. 630, 3 er.
I.M. 690, 3 er.
I.M. 631, 3 er.
I.M. 691, 3 er.
I.M. 533, 3 er.
I.M. 595, 3 er.
1.M. 635, 3 er.
II. Professional Education: 12 credits, minimum.
A. Prescribed:
Ps. 678, 3 er.
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Ed. 660, 3 er.
B. Elect at least one of the following courses: (If an equivalent graduate
level statistics course has been substituted for Psychology 678; the
student must elect at least two of the following courses):
Ed. 616, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3 er.
Ed. 659, 3 er.
Ed. 674
Ed. 667, 3 er.
III. Education 615, Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
STUDENTS SEEKING CERTIFICATE ENDORSEMENT ONLY
Students with a baccalaureate degree are eligible to apply for admission for
certificate endorsement in the areas mentioned above. Students with the baccalaureate degree seeking certification only are expected to enroll as an adult special
student in the graduate level courses. Courses required for school library certificate endorsement are I.M. 601, 502, 611, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580. A student must
have completed I.M. 275 in his first enrollment in the above list since it is considered a prerequisite to courses in the school library program.
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Administration of Information Media. Administration of the various types of
information media programs. Prerequisite: I.M. 275.
3 credits.
Photographic Processes in Information Media. Use of still and movie photography, photographic darkroom processes and equipment to prepare educational pictures. Laboratory.
3 credits.
Selection and Evaluation of Information Media Materials. Theory, principles,
and techniques of evaluation and selection; introduction to the basic tools for
selection of information media materials in all subject areas. Prerequisite: I.M.
275.
3 credits.
Bibliography and Reference. The theory and practice of bibliographic and
reference work; study and evaluation of reference tools and study of bibliographies of information media materials. Prerequisite: I.M. 275.
3 credits.
Technical Processes I. Organization of information media materials for effective service to users; acquisition, cataloging, classification, and preparation
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of basic media materials. Prerequisite: I.M. 275. Laboratory.
3 credits .
Reading Guidance for Children. Types of reading materials for children
in elementary grades and their sources; evaluation, selection, and presentation,
including story-telling and dramatization. Observation in the Campus School.
(Library Science Minors - Prerequisite: 1.M. 275).
3 credits..
Reading Guidance for Youth and Adults. Types of materials for youth and
adults; their sources, evaluation, selection, and presentation. Methods of introducing books, developing and guiding reading habits. Prerequisite: J.M.
275.
3 credits.

COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
Special Problems in Information Media. A seminar or conference course for
advanced students wishing to work out a special problem in Information
Media.
1-4 credits.
Organization and Supervision of Information Media. An introductory survey
of the various facets of organization and supervision of information media.
3 credits.
Information Media in Society. The role of media, personnel, and organization
in society. (Not open to Information Media majors.)
3 credits.
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Preparation of Information Media. Planning and preparing materials for instructional use; projected and non-projected. Laboratory.
3 credits.
Information Storage and Retrieval I. Principles of information storage and
retrieval with emphasis on information needs and housekeeping problems of
the information media center. Analysis of processing systems; manual, punchcard, and computer application. Laboratory.
4 credits.
History of Information Media. A chronology of events and circumstances in
the development of information media.
3 credits.
Recent Trends in Information Media. Consideration of the latest trends and
thinking in the various areas of information media handling and use. 3 credits.
Information Storage and Retrieval II. Use of the capabilities of modern computer methods for the storage and retrieval of information. Laboratory.
Prerequisite: I.M. 625.
3 credits.
Television in Information Media. The operation and use of television in the
instructional program. Laboratory.
3 credits.
Technical Processes II. Continuation of the study of information media
materials organization with emphasis on the problems of acquisition, cataloging, classification and preservation of special materials. Laboratory. Prerequisite: I.M. 478-578.
3 credits.
Practicum in Information Media. Laboratory experience relating to information media in all its practical facets. (Maximum: 2 credits per academic
year).
2-6 credits.
Reading in Information Media. Selected readings of literature of the field
and r.elated areas.
3 credits.
Research in Information Media. Current experiments in information media
and closely related fields.
1-4 credits.

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Frank B. Slobetz, Ed.D., Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS - Psychology
The applicant to this program must have completed a mm1mum of 20 undergraduate credits in Psychology, including a course in Differential Psychology and
one in Statistics. He must have an undergraduate honor point ratio of 3.0 or above.
Applicants who do not satisfy all the entrance requirement!/ may be referred
to the Screening Committee of the Psychology Department for possible provisional
admission.
At least 15 credits must be earned in courses open only to graduate students.
I. Courses in Psychology.
A. Prescribed: Master's Thesis, 6 credits.
B. Electives: Minimum 24 additional credits in Psychology.
II. Minor: Minimum, 9 credits.
III. A minimum total of 45 credits is required for Master of Arts degree in
Psychology.
IV. A final written comprehensive examination in Psychology is required in
addition to the oral examination.
PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION TO GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Admission as a graduate student at St. Cloud State College does not imply
admission to the master's degree program in either school, rehabilitation, or employment coun!leling. Until such time as the Counselor Education Committee of the
Department of Psychology takes favorable act ion on an application, the applicant is
classified as a Special Student. No more than fifteen credits taken as a Special Student may be applied toward the degree.
Before the Counselor Education Comm1.ttee will consider an application, the
applicant must complete the following:
1. Submit to the Graduate Studies Oflice, and receive favorable action on,
the "Application for Admission to Graduate Study."
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2. Arrange to have two official copies of undergraduate transcripts sent to
Graduate Studies Office from the college where the work was taken. If
graduate credits are to be transferred to this college, two official transcripts
are similarly required. One copy of each is filed with the adviser.
3. Have the following recommendation sent to the Graduate Office :
a) one from a present or former employer (principal or superintendent)
b) one from a personal friend or business acquaintance
c) one from a faculty member, either at St. Cloud State College or
another college.
4. Submit to adviser a brief autobiography to include reasons for deciding
to enter the counseling profession.
5. Satisfactorily complete the written essay examination.
6. Complete the graduate test battery and have scores sent to the adviser.
It is the responsibility of the student to insure that the adviser receives these
materials. It is also the responsibility of the student, upon completion of these
procedures, to request his adviser to submit his records to the Counselor Education
Committee for action.
The Graduate Studies office will formally notify the student of the action of
the Counselor Education Committee.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - School Counseling
Before a student will be permitted to enroll in the program for School Counselors, he must be eligible for a Minnesota Teacher's Certificate.
The student must have at least one year of successful teaching experience
before he will be granted endorsement for counselor certification.
This program is available under Plan A and Plan B.
The following program meets the requirements of the Minnesota State Department of Education and the Minnesota State Board of Education:
I. Prescribed courses in School Counseling:
Psy. 564, 3 er.
Psy. 691, 3 er.
Psy. 678. 3 er.
Psy. 692, 3 er.
Psy. 571, 3 er. or
Psy. 693, 3 er.
Psy. 585, 3 er.
Psy. 694, 6 er.
Psy. 690, 3 er.
Psy. 698, 3 er.
II. Psy. 699, 3 er., Plan A or
Psy. 677, 3 er., Plan B
Psy. 679, 3 er., Plan B
Psy. 689, 3 er., Plan B
III. The student will meet the Professional Education requirement by taking
three of the following courses:
Ed. 616, 3 er. or
Ed. 659, 3 er.
Ed. 660, 3 er. or
Ed. 661, 3 er.
Psy. 663, 3 er.
IV. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research. 3 credits.
V. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
Regulations For Students Who Are Enrolled In The School
Counselor Program And Who Have A Master's Degree:
a. People who have completed a Master's degree at an accrediated institution
may be granted endorsement for counselor certification upon completion
of course and other requirements. These students must declare their intention to work toward certification in counseling. At the time that he
makes this statement of intention, the student will file a copy of his proposed program in the Graduate Studies Office.
b. These students will be subject to the same selection and review procedures
as are all others in the program.
c. Since students in this category are not degree candidates, they will not be
subject to the nine credit transfer regulation. However, a minimum of 24
credits in the counseling program must be earned at St. Cloud State College.
d . All students seeking endorsement for certification as a school counselor
who have previously earned a master's degree shall complete the sequence
of three three-credit seminars in psychology (Psy. 677, 679, 689) or Psy. 699,
Master's Thesis. Such students will be encouraged very strongly to elect
the seminars rather than the thesis, but will be allowed to do either. Petitions to waive or substitute for this requirement will not be considered.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE - Rehabilitation Counseling
Regulations for students who have a Master's degree in another major are given
under Programs in Counselor Education.
This program meets the requirements of the Minnesota State Department of
Education and the Minnesota State Board of Education.
In addition to the Graduate School requirements, prospective students must
fulfill all requirements stipulated by the Counselor Education Committee.
The candidate for the Master of Science in Rehabilitation Counseling degree
must meet the following requirements:
I. He must have complied with the admission procedures of the graduate program for rehabilitation counselors (outlined in Program for School Counselors).
II. He must have earned 70 credits including the following:
A. Principles and techniques of counseling.
Psy. 650 Introduction to Rehabilitation (3).
Psy. 651 Principles and Techniques of Rehabilitation Counseling (3).
Psy. 654 Organization of Rehabilitation Services and Administration
of Client Services (3).
Psy. 569 Individual Appraisal (3).
Psy. 693 Counseling Procedures (3).
B. Medical, Psychological and social aspects of disability: the effects of the
major disabling conditions and their amelioration.
Psy. 652 Medical Aspects of Disability (3).
Psy. 653 Psycliological and Sociological Aspects of Disability (3).
C. Occupational information and job placement and the nature and use of
community resources in the rehabilitation of disabled persons:
Psy. 692 Occupational and Educational Information (3).
Psy. 656 Vocational Placement and Adjustment (3).
Psy. 657 Community Resources and Agencies (3).
D. Research and Statistics (Choose one plan).
Plan A: Ed. 615 Introduction to Research (3).
Psy. 678 Statistical Methods (3).
Psy. 699 Master's Thesis (3).
Plan B: Ed. 615 (3), Psy. 678 (3) and
Psy. 677 Seminar in Counseling (3).
Psy. 679 Seminar: Research Planning (3).
Psy. 689 Seminar: Research Reporting (3).
Plan C: Ed. 615 (3), Psy. 678 (3).
E. Related Courses: 12-18 credits chosen in consultation with the adviser.
F. Counseling Practicum: 16 credits distributed over his program of studies
optimally.
Psy. 696 Supervised Practicum in Rehabilitation Counseling (16).
III. The applicant who presents a strong background of related coursework or
experience may be permitted to reduce the above requirements following departmental review and petition to the Graduate Council.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - Employment Counseling
Students must meet all requirements of the Graduate School, and the Counselor Education Committee (described under School Counseling). The Program consists of 57 credits (60 on Plan B) distributed according to the following outline:
I. Guidance Principles and Techniques: 18 credits.
Prescribed: 18 credits.
Psy. 564, 3 er.
Psy. 693, 3 er.
Psy. 694, 6 er.
Psy. 691, 3 er.
Psy. 698, 3 er.
II. Statistics and Research: 9 - 12 credits
Prescribed: 9 - 12 credits.
Psy. 678, 3 er.
Ed. 615, 3 er.
Psy. 699 Master's Thesis, 3 er. or the following three seminars:
Psy. 677 Seminar in Counseling, 3 er.
Psy. 679 Seminar: Research Planning, 3 er.
Psy. 689 Seminar: Research Reporting, 3 er.
III. Measurement and Appraisal: 6 er.
Prescribed: 3 credits.
Psy. 690
"Elect a minimum of 3 credits.
Psy. 568, 3 er.
Psy. li69, 3 er.
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Development, Leaming and Personality: 9 credits.
"Elect a minimum of 9 credits:
Psy. 663, 3 er.
Psy. 670, 3 er.
Psy. 575, 3 er.
Psy. 571, 3 er.
Psy. 585, 4 er.
Psy. 582, 3 er.
Soc. 565, 4 er.
Occupational, Industrial and Societal Life: 15 credits.
Prescribed: Psy. 692 Occupational and Educational Information (3)
"Elect a minimum of 12 credits.
Psy. 692, 3 er.
Psy. 650, 3 er.
Psy. 655, 1-3 er.
Psy. 574, 3 er.
Psy. 680, 3 er.
Soc. 667, 4 er.
Econ. 573, 4 er.
Soc. 542, 3 er.
Soc. 564, 3 er.
Soc. 542, 3 er.
Soc. 576
Soc. 573
Mgmt. 560, 4 er.
Ind. 601, 3 er.
Mgmt. 567, 4 er.
Mgmt. 561, 4 er.
Mgmt. 605, 4 er.
Mgmt. 664, 4 er.
Mktg. 538, 4 er.
0 Adviser may approve
other elective offerings which are appropriate and
available.

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Seminar:-Selected topic in special areas in psychology. May be repeated.
1-4 credits.
564 Guidance Principles. Philosophy of guidance, individual appraisal, counseling
services, informational services, placement organization, group guidance activities, staff service and contributions, and program organization and administration.
3 credits.
566 Guidance for the Handicapped. Special problems. Counseling with children
and parents. Psychological, aptitude, achievement tests.
3 credits graduate.
568 Psychological Measurement. Methodology and content in the assessment of
human behavior; survey of individual and group tests: intelligence, special
aptitudes, and achievement. Knowledge of descriptive statistics presumed.
3 credits.
569 Individual Appraisal. Methods of individual appraisal; psychological measurement of individuals; instruments used to appraise intellectual efficiency, aptitude and achievement, sensory capacities and efficiency, sensory-motor coordination, group status, personal history; synthesizing data and report writing.
Prerequisite: Psychology 463 or Psychology 468-568.
3 credits.
571 Mental Hygiene. Characteristics of wholesome personality, methods and aims
of mental hygiene; personal development and techniques of effective adjustments. Prerequisite: Psy. 262.
3 credits graduate.
572 Psychology of Exceptional Children. Clinical observation of children who have
special problems of growth and development, physical and mental handicaps;
mentally gifted; behavior disorders. Prerequisite: Education 471-571 for B.S.
students; Psychology 441 or 443 for B.A. students.
3 credits graduate.
573 Psychology of Mental Retardation. Etiology, characteristic, classification, diagnosis, assessment. Social control. Role of family, school, community agencies.
Prerequisite: Education 471-571 for B.S. students; Psychology 441 or 443 for
B.A. students.
3 credits graduate.
574 Interpersonal Dynamics. Survey of research, experimentation, and ·theory of
relationships between the individual and the group; inter-personal communication, influence, group structure and function, leader-member relations.
3 credits.
575 Abnormal Psychology. Functional and organic deviations for understanding
normal behavior of human personality with greater clarity and precision.
3 credits graduate.
576 Introduction to Clinical Psychology. Overview of the clinical approach to
assessment of individuals and techniques for behavioral change as used in
clinical, educational, and industrial settings. Prerequisite: Psychology 475575.
3 credits.
530
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Motivation. Theory and research in animal and human motivation; physiological, social, and personal aspects of motivation; basic, deficit, derived,
growth motivation.
3 credits.
History and Schools. Systems, experiments, personalities in the development
of modem psychology; comparative study and analysis of systems; contribution of outstanding persons.
3 credits.
Theory of Personality. Basic theoretical concepts, factors of vital relationships within the individual personality, interpersonal relationships, individual
and field frames of reference as they relate to mental health.
3 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
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Special Problems. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in Psychology.
1-4 credits.
Psychology in Human Affairs. Examination of the broad principles of psychology and their impact on human affairs; nature of man, mind and body,
basis of knowledge, basis for conduct; relation between psychdlogical thinking
and other modes of inquiry. Not open to students majoring in Counseling
or Psychology.
3 credits.
Introduction to Rehabilitation. Orientation to the rehabilitation process including a survey of the history, principles, philosophy and legal aspects of
rehabilitation and related fields.
3 credits.
Principles and Tech11iques of Rehabilitation Counseling. Application to rehabilitation counseling; role and function as counselor and as coordinator of
services.
3 credits.
Medical Aspects of Disability. Implications of anatomy, physiology and pathology of human systems; physical restoration and etiology, prognosis and
therapy of disabling conditions.
3 credits.
Psychological and Sociological Aspects of Disability. Social and personal
problems of the handicapped; psychological aspects of physical, social and
mental disabilities.
3 credits.
Organization of Rehabilitation Services and Administration of Client Services.
Client study process; counselor's responsibilities for providing services.
3 credits.
Seminar in Rehabilitation Counseling. Special topics in the field. May be
repeated.
1-3 credits.
Vocational Placement and Adjustment. Principles of placement services for
the disabled.
3 credits.
Community Resources and Agencies. Utilization of community resources and
agencies; development of resources.
3 credits.
Theories of Learning. Principles of psychology of learning and experimental
findings; application to problems encountered in teaching and learning; examination of theories of learning.
3 credits.
Developmental Psychology. Advanced course in human growth and development, emphasis on trends, problems, theoretical considerations, and contemporary research.
3 credits.
Seminar in Counseling. For majors in counseling. Integration of course work
in the field of counseling; problems in counseling; theoretical issues, and recent research in the broad field of counseling. May be repeated.
3 credits.
Statistical Methods. A review and e:ctension of correlation and regression
analysis; introduction of probability and sampling theory; estimating population parameters; testing hypothesis. Prerequisite: Psy. 350 or 463. Familiarity
with descriptive statistics assumed.
3 credits.
Seminar: Research Planning. For majors in counseling. Planning research
appropriate for meeting Master's Deg:ree research requirement; development
of project outlines and presentation for critical review to members of the
seminar. Prerequisite: Psych. 677.
3 credits.
Organizational Psychology. Psychology of individual and group behavior in
the organizational complex; contempo:ary research and implications for administration and management; motivation, influence, communication, group
processes, leadership, supervision.
3 credits.
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Binet. Measurement of intelligence by means of the Stanford revision of
the Binet-Simon technique; demonstrations, lectures, practice in administration
of tests: observation of individual by instructor. Admission by Department
approval. 8 hours laboratory.
3 credits.
Wechsler. Measurement of intelligence by means of the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scales, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, and Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Adults and Adolescents, administering, scoring, and interpreting results. Admission by Department approval. 8 hours laboratory.
3 credits.
Seminar: Research Reporting. For majors in counseling. Reporting of research planned in Psy. 679 and subsequently undertaken; preparation of reports in accordance with APA and APGA publication standards and J?resentation to seminar.
3 credits.
Appraisal Techniques. Analysis of appraisal techniques used in Guidance and
Counseling. Information, sources, assembly, and use in the counseling process.
Prerequisite: Psychology 464 - 564, and Psychology 678.
3 credits.
Small Group Counseling Process. Didactic instruction in small group process
and practice in such process under the leadership of a staff member. Lecture
and laboratory. Prerequisite: Psych. 464-564.
3 credits.
Occupational and Education Information. Occupation and
educational
information and materials. Sources, evaluation, collection, and filing of occupational and educational information and materials, proper use and place in
total guidance program. Prerequisite: Psychology 464-564.
3 credits.
Counseling Procedures. Various approaches in counseling, practice in interviewing, concepts of therapy, analysis of attitudes in counseling. Prerequisite:
Psychology 690.
3 credits.
Supervised Practicum in Counseling. Prerequisite: 693 and Counselor Education Committee approval. Required of all students in School and Employment
Counseling.
3-6 credits.
Supervised Practicum in Rehabilitation Counseling. Prerequisite : Psychology
693 and Counselor Education Committee approval.
1-16 credits.
Guidance Program Development. Problems of organization and administration, interrelationships with administration, teacher personnel, and other school
functions.
3 credits.
Practice in Small Group Process. Supervised practicum in conducting small
group counseling sessions. Prerequisite: Psy. 691. No exception to this prerequisite requirement.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-6 credits.

Institute of Industrial Education and
Engineering Technology
Raymond H. Larson, Ph.D., Dean

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
MASTER OF SCIENCE
The applicant must have completed at least an undergraduate minor in
Industrial Arts in order to choose it as his major at the graduate level. In some
cases, it may be necessary for the applicant to complete some prerequisite undergraduate work even though he may have an, undergraduate major or minor. Available under both Plans A and B.
I. Major: 24 credits, minimum.
Presc ribed : Ind. 699 Master's Thesis, 3-9 credits. (Plan A only).
Elective: Selected course work in Industrial Education to total 24 credits in
the major.
II. Professional Educati(m: 9 credits, minimum.
See Professional Education Core, page 17.
III. Ed. 615 Introduction to Research, 3 credits.
IV. General Studies: 9 credits, minimum. See General Studies Core, page 17.
V. Electives:
Plan A: None.
Plan B: 3 credits, minimum.

COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

517
524

525

531
551
552

571

572

Organization and Administration of Indm,trial Education. Organization and
administration of all-day, part-time, and evening industrial programs. 3 credits.
Photo Offset Lithography. Advanced techllliques in photo offset lithography,
including line and continuous tone copy preparation, line and halftone photogr?'phy, stripping and flat making, platemaking, and press operation. Prereq~is1te: Ind. 225.
3 credits.
Color Separation. Introduction to color :;eparation procedures. Basic color
theory, color separation, platemaking, and multi-color printing. Direct and
indirect color separation, continuous tone intermediates, filtering, masking,
and color stripping. Prerequisite: Ind. 424-524.
3 credits.
Evaluation in Industrial Subjects. Analysis of factors to be evaluated; instruments of measurement to be studied; techniques of their use.
2 credits.
Selection and Organization of Subject Matter. Technique of trade and job
analysis; selection of teaching content; organization of content into instruction
sheets and course material.
3 credits.
Shop Planning, Equipment, and Maintenance. Theory and /ractice in planning industrial education shops; selection, arrangement an maintenance of
equipment. Approaches to new shops and reorganization of existing shop areas.
2 credits.
Electronics Technology VI. Theory and application of special transmitters
and receivers; specialized antenna systems.
3 credits.
Electronics Technology VII. Industrial electronics; theory and applications of
industrial controls and systems.
2 credits.
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

600
601

Special Problems. A seminar or conforence course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in industry.
1-4 credits.
Technology and Man. Effects of invention and technological development
on society with implication for man's general education. Not open to Industrial Arts majors.
3 credits.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
604
615
632
640
663
665
668
673
683
699
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Current Issues of Industry. Current industrial issues, events, advancements
and their effects on industrial education. Not open to students taking or who
have taken Ind. 601.
3 credits.
Seminar in Industrial Education. Group exploration of topics bearing on Industrial Education. i.e.: Consideration of theories of learning as they relate
to industrial education.
2 credits.
Technical Problems (Communication). Technical study for specialists in communications. Recent developments, experimentation and technical reports.
3 credits.
Technical Problems (Manufacture). Technical study for specialists in the
manufacturing industry. Recent developments, experimentation and technical
reports.
3 credits.
Technical Problems (Synthetics). Technical study for specialists in the area
of synthetics. Recent developments, experimentation and technical reports.
3 credits.
Technical Problems (Construction). Technical study for specialists in the construction industry. Recent developments, experimentation and technical reports.
3 credits.
Current Literature and Research. Analysis of literature of the industrial field,
with special attention to individual readings and reports, implications of
such literature for current problems in Industrial Education.
4 credits.
Leaders and Movements in Industrial Education. Contributors to development
of industrial education with special attention to economic, social, and philosophical factors motivating this development.
4 credits.
Technical Problems (Power and Transportation). Technical study for specialists
in the power and transportation field. Recent developments, experimentation
and technical reports.
3 credits.
Master's Thesis.
3-9 credits.

Administration
STATE COLLEGE BOARD
Dr. Frank Chesley, Red Wing, President; Mr. Robert Dunlap, Rochester, Vice
President; Mr. Duane J. Mattheis, St. Paul, Secretary; Rev. A. L. Stenberg,
East Grand Forks, Treasurer; Mr. Arnold C. Anderson, Montevideo; Mr.
Sidney P. Gislason, New Ulm; Mr. Elmer I. Malone, Minneapolis; Mr. Melvin
W . Norsted, Cambridge; Mr. Bert S. Cross, St. Paul; Dr. G. Theodore Mitau,
St. Paul, Chancellor.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
Robert H. Wick, President
lrvamae Applegate, Dean, School of Education
Milton T. Balgaard, Business Manager
Thomas R. Braun, Director, Auxiliary Services
Luther D. Brown, Director, Leaming Resources
Scott Bryce, Director, Educational Radio and TV
Marguerite Conlin, Director, Health Services
Donald Ewen, Slater Manager, Food Services
Lowell Gillett, Dean, Graduate School
Louis Hird, Director, Computer Services
Marvin E. Holmgren, Vice President, Academic Affairs
Paul E. Ingwell, Director, Institutional Research
Warren A. Johnson, Director, Alumni
Ray Larson, Dean, Institute of Industrial Education and Technology
Walter H. Larson, Director, Placement
Alfred A. Lease, Vice President, Administrative Affairs
James Marmas, Dean, School of Business
Terrence Montgomery, Assistant to the President, Vice President, Development
& Institutional Relations
Andrew Nappi, Director, Center for Economic Education
Dale W. Patton, Vice President, Student Affairs
Donald Payne, Director, Campus Planning
Keith Rauch, Director, Admissions and Hecords
Ray Rowland, Director, Information Services & Public Relations
Donald Sikkink, Dean, School of Arts & Sciences
Arthur Sullivan, Assistant Vice President Academic Affairs
Howard R. Weise, Director, Academic Services
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GRADUATE COUNCIL
Robert H. Wick, President
Marvin E. Holmgren, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Lowell R. Gillett, Dean, School of Graduate Studies
Jack Jones, Campus School
John Kasper, Department of Physical Education
Donald Lauda, Department of Industrial Education
Arthur Nelson, Department of Chemistry
David Sorenson, Department of Chemistry
Elizabeth Van Pelt, Department of English
Paul Cairns, Department of English
Calvin Gower, Department of History
Albert Krueger, Department of Psychology
Charles Rehwaldt, Department of Biology
Robert G. Benson, D epartment of Marketing
David Ernest, Depaitment of Music
John Laakso, Department of Chemistry .......... ...... . .
Vernon Mork, Department of Secondary Education
James Roy, Department of Art

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Ex-officio
Ex-officio
Ex-officio
expires 1969
expires 1969
expires 1969
expires 1969
expires 1969
expires 1969
expires 1970
expires 1970
expires 1970
expires 1970
expires 1971
expires 1971
expires 1971
expires 1971
expires 1971

GRADUATE FACULTY
ACREA, KENNTH, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - History
ANDERSON, DERWYN L., Ph.D., University of North Dakota - Psychology
ANDERSON, JAMES W., Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Elementary Education
ANDERSON, MYRON G., Ph.D., Brown University - Philosophy
ANDERSON, ROGER, Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Psychology
ANDERSON, ROWLAND G., Ed.D., Columbia University - Mathematics
APPLEGATE, IRVAMAE, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Education
BALL, LYLE, J.D., University of North Dakota - Marketing
BANKERT, MICHAEL M., M.F.A., University of Iowa - Speech and Dramatic Art
BARKER, S. HUGH, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - Biology
BARRETT, ROGER, Ph.D., State University of Iowa - Music
BAVERY, EDGAR, Ed.D., Colorado State College - Elementary Education
BENSON, ROBERT G., Ph.D., State University of Iowa - Marketing
BJORKLUN, EUGENE, Ed.D., University of Nebraska - Secondary Education
BLEICK, FRANCES A., D.P.E., Indiana University - Physical Education
BOLIUS, UWE, Ph.D., University of Vienna - Philosophy
BOL TUCK, CHARLES, Ph.D., Indiana University - Psychology
BOVEE, JOHN R., Ph.D., Washington State University - English
BREWER, A. WILBUR, Ed.D., Washington State University Secondary Education
BROWN, DAVID, M.F.A., Indiana University - Art
BROWN, LUTHER, Ph.D., George Peabody College for Teachers
Library and Audio-Visual Education
BUCKLEY, CHESTER, D .P.E., Springfield College - Physical Education
CAIRNS, PAUL, Ph.D., University of Michigan - English
CARLSON, KENT, Ph.D., Montana State University - Mathematics
CARPENTER, JOHN, Ph.D., Purdue University - Chemistry
CATES, EDWIN H., Ph.D., State University of Iowa - History
CERMELE, DOMINICK J., M.F.A., Boston University - Speech and Dramatic Art
CLAPP, THOMAS W., Ph.D., Texas A. and M. University - Biology
COARD, ROBERT L., Ph.D., University of Illinois - English
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CORLISS, RICHARD L., Ph.D., University of Illinois - Philosophy
COULTER, JOHN, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Biology
COX, LaVERNE, Ph.D., University of Nebraska - Management and Finance
CRAIK, BERNICE MARY, Ph.D., University of Iowa - Psychology
DAGGETT, CLAIR E., Ph.D., State Unive~sity of Iowa - Marketing
DEININGER, MARIAN M., Ph.D., University of Minnesota Sociology and Anthropology
DULL, ALYN N., M.Ed., University of South Dakota - Mathematics
ELLINGSON, WILLIAM, M.F.A., State University of Iowa - Art
ERICKSON, JOHN M., Ph.D., Iowa State University - Chemistry
ERNEST, DAVID, Ed.D., University of Colorado - Music
ERNST, CHARLES I., Ph.D., The Ohio State University - Mathematics
FALK, ARMAND E., Ph.D., Michigan State University - English
FARRAH, GEORGE, Ed.D., Wayne State University - Elementary Education
FLIS, JAMES, Ph.D ., University of Minnesota - · Business Education
FOLKERTS, CARL J., Ph.D., State University of Iowa - Economics
FUYET, HERVE, Ph.D., University of Montreal - Foreign Language
GARRITY, MICHAEL K., Ph.D., Arizona State University - Physics
GILBERT, FLOYD 0., Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Psychology
GILLETT, LOWELL, Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Psychology
GOEHRING, HARRY H., Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Biology
GOODRICH, HERBERT, Ph.D., University of Illinois - Sociology and Anthropology
GOWER, CALVIN W., Ph.D., University of Kansas - History
GREWE, ALFRED, Ph.D., University of South Dakota - Biology
GRUNERUD, JAMES A., Ph.D., University of California - Secondary Education
GUNDERSEN, RALPH, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Biology
HAGEN, OWEN, Ed.D., Columbia University -- Elementary Education
HALBERG, LAURIE, M.F.A., State University of Iowa - Art
HANLON, ELEANOR E., Ph.D., Clark University - Geography
HANNAH, EMILY, Ph.D., University of Illinois - Speech and Dramatic Art
HASTY, DEAN, J.D., University of Iowa - Marketing
HATCHER, EVELYN, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Sociology and Anthropology
HEAKAL, MOHAMED S., Ph.D., University of Illinois - Accounting
HOLMGREN, MARVIN E., Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Psychology
HOPKINS, HAROLD, Ph.D., University of Nebraska - Biology
HOPWOOD, ALFRED, Ph.D., Colorado State University - Biology
INGWELL, PAUL, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Psychology
JACOBSON, JOAN, Ph.D., Syracuse University -- Speech Science, Pathology,
and Audiology
JOHNSON, VINCENT, Ph.D., University of Nebraska - Biology
JONES, JACK, Ed.D., University of Kansas - Secondary Education
KAMMERMEIER, MARTIN, M.S ., St. Cloud State College - Speech Science,
Pathology, and Audiology
KASPER, JOHN, P.E.D ., Indiana University -- Physical Education
KEMP, WILLIAM, Ed.D., Colorado State College - Industrial Education
KNOX, STANLEY, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Special Education
KROEGER, VIRGIL J., Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Sociology and
Anthropology
KRUEGER, ALBERT, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - Psychology
KRUGER, LOIS, Ed.D., Columbia University - Physical Education
KUKUK, WILLIAM D., Ph.D., Brigham Young University - Psychology
LAAKSO, JOHN W., Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Chemistry
LARSEN, ALLEN, Ph.C., Indiana University - Economics
LARSON, RAYMOND H., Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Industrial Education
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LAUDA, DONALD, Ph.D., Iowa State University - Industrial Education
LEASE, ALFRED, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Industrial Engineering
LEJA, ALFRED E., Ph.D., University of Texas - English
LESAR, DAVID, Ed.D., Indiana University - Psychology
LESIKAR, ARNOLD, Ph.D., California Institute of Technology - Physics
LEWIS, STANDLEY E., Ph.D., Washington State University - Biology
LIEBERMAN, HAROLD, D.S.S., Syracuse University - Social Science
LINDSTROM, LESTER, Ph.D., Kansas State University - Biology
LOHMAN, VICTOR L., Ed. D., University of Missouri - Psychology
LUKER, ALBERT, Ed.D., Colorado State College - Psychology
LUNDQUIST, JAMES C., Ph.D., University of Florida - English
McCUE, JOHN, Ph.D., Notre Dame University - Biology
McWILLIAMS, ALEXANDER S., Ph.D ., The Ohio State University - Physics
MARMAS, JAMES G., Ed.D., Stanford University - Business Edncation
MARTIN, RICHARD Ph.D., Syracuse University - Journalism
MARVEL, LORENE, Ed.D., Columbia University - Music
MASSMANN, JOHN, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - History
MEL TON, JOHN L., Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University - English
MENNINGA, FRED T., Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Secondary Education
MICHAEL, KEITH, M.F.A., State University of Iowa
MILLER, A. WILLIAM, JR., Ph.D., University of Utah - Psychology
MILLER, VINNIE H ., Ph.D., Montana State University - Mathematics
MOREWITZ, DONALD, J.D., University of Illinois - Accounting
MORK, DAVID, Ph.D., Purdue University - Biology
MORK, VERNON N., Ed.D., University of North Dakot_a - Secondary Education
MORSE, MARJORIE J., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - History
MORTRUDE, CORDON, Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Education
MORTRUDE, LOWELL, Ed .D ., University of North Dakota - Secondary Education
NICKLES, WILLIAM, Ph.D., North Dakota State University - Chemistry
OLSON, HARRY, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Business Education
PARK, THOMAS, Eu.D., University of Florida - Elementary Education
PARKER, BARRY, M.F.A., University of Massachusetts - Art
PARSON, RUBEN L., Ph.D., Clark University - Geography
PARTCH, MAX L., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - Biology
PATTON, DALE, Ed.D., Arizona State University - Psychology
PAYNE, DONALD L., Ed.D., University of Missouri - Secondary Education
PECK, JOHN H., Ph.D., University of California - Biology
PERKINS, EUGENE, Ed.D., Colorado State College - Psychology
PERRY, FLOYD, Ed.D., Colorado State College - Education
PETERSON, DONALD G., Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Biology
PHILLIPS, JOHN N., Ph.D., University of North Carolina - Philosophy
PURDOM, BOYD, Ed.D., George Peabody College for Teachers Elementary Education
RAJENDER, GANDHI, Ph.D., University of Wyoming - Management and Finance
REDDING, ARTHUR J., Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Psychology
REHWALDT, CHARLES, Ph.D., Syracuse University - Biology
ROUCH, ROGER, Ed.D., Ball State University - Elementary Education
ROY, JAMES, D.Ed., Pennsylvania State University - Art
RUSSELL, HOW ARD, Ph.D., University of North Dakota - English
RYAN, ROBERT, Ed.D., Colorado State College - Industrial Education
SAMARRAI, ALAUDDIN, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - History
SAURE, MABETH A., Mus.D., University of Michigan - Music
SAVAGE, CARL, Ed.D., School of Education, New Orleans Baptist
Library and Audio-Visual Education
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SCHARF, MARY, Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Psychology
SCHMIDT, ORVILLE, Ph.H ., West Virginia University - Political Science
SCHRADER, SHIRLEY, Ph.D., University of Michigan - Music
SERDULA, GEORGE, H.S.D., Indiana University - Health and Physical Education
SIKKINK, DONALD, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Speech and Dramatic Art
SLOBETZ, FRANK B., Ed.D., University of Missouri - Psychology
SORENSON, DAVID, Ph.D., University of Kansas - Chemistry
SWENSON, MARTIN, Ed.D., University of Nebraska - Elementary Education
THOMPSON, MARVIN, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - English
THOMPSON, NEIL, Ph.D., University of Minnesota - Social Science
VANDELL, ROLAND A., Ed.D., University of North Dakota - Mathematics
VanNOSTRAND, M. EUGENE, Ph.D., Boston University - Psychology
VanPELT, ELIZABETH, Ph.D., University of lllinois - English
WALKER, RICHARD E., Ph.D., Colorado State College - Psychology
WALLIN, LELAND, M.F.A., University of Cincinnati - Art
WATKINS, IVAN W., Ph.D., Texas A. and M. University - Physics
WAUGH, HARVEY R., M.A., State University of Iowa - Music
WHITE, JAMES E ., Ph.D., University of Colorado - Philosophy
WHITFORD, AUDRA, Ed.D., Columbia University - Business Education
WICK, ROBERT H., Ph .D., State University of Iowa - Speech and Dramatic Art
YOUNGNER, PHILIP, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin - Physics
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Academic Calendar 1969-1970
1969 FIRST SUMMER SESSION
June 16, Monday
June 17, Tuesday
June 20, Friday
June 27, Friday
July 4, Friday
July 18, Friday

Registration and payment of fees.
Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for class changes, fees and graduation
applications.
Deadline for dropping courses.
No classes.
Official closing First Summer Session - 5:00 p.m.

1969 SECOND SUMER SESSION
July 21, Monday
July 22, Tuesday
July 25, Friday
August 1, Friday
August 21, Thursday
August 22, Friday

Registration and payment of fees.
Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for class changes, fees and graduation
applications.
Deadline for dropping courses.
Summer Commencement.
Official closing Second Summer Session - 5 p.m.

1969 FALL QUIARTER
Sept. 14-16, Sun.-Tues.

New Freshman and Transfer Students Orientation.
t
September 14. Sunday Residence Halls open - 9:00 a.m.
New Student Convocation - 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 15-16, Mon. & Tues. Registration and payment of fees.
September 16, Tuesday Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
September 17, Wed.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for Sh1dent Teaching applications for
Spring Quarter assignment.
September 23, Tuesday Deadline for class changes and fees.
October 7, Tuesday
Deadline for dropping courses.
Oct. 16-20, Thurs.-Mon. Mid-term recess.
October 21, Tuesday
Classes resume.
November 3, Monday Deadline for Fall graduation applications.
Nov. 26-30, Wed.-Sun. Thanksgiving recess begins at 12 noon.
December 1, Monday Classes resum,~.
December 12, Friday
Fall Commencement.

1970 WINTER QUARTER

anuary

2, Friday

ranuary 5, Monday
ranuary 9, Friday,
ranuary 26, Monday
fi'ebruary 2, Monday
\.farch 20, Friday

Registration and payment of fees .
Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for Fall Quarter Student Teaching
assignments.
Deadline for class changes and fees.
Deadline for dropping courses.
Deadline for Winter Graduation applications.
Official closing of Winter Quarter - 5 p.m.
Winter Commencement.
1970 SPRING QUARTER

March 30, Monday
March 31, Tuesday
April 6, Monday
April 20, Monday
June 12, Friday

Registration and payment of fees.
Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for Winter Quarter Student Teaching
applications.
Deadline for class changes and fees.
Deadline for Spring Graduation applications.
Deadline for dropping courses.
Official closing Spring Quarter - 5 p.m.
Spring Commencement.
1970 FIRST, SUMMER SESSION

June 15, Monday
June 16, Tuesday
June 19, Friday

f une 26, Friday
July 17, Friday

Registration and payment of fees.
Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for class changes, fees and graduation
applications.
·
Deadline for dropping courses.
Official closing First Summer Session - 5 p.m.
1970 SECOND SUMMER SESSION

July 20, Monday
July 21, Tuesday
uly 24, Friday
uly 31, Friday
ugust 20, Thursday
ugust 21, Friday

Registration and payment of fees.
Pre-registration cancelled at 12 noon.
Classes begin. Late fees apply.
Deadline for class changes, fees and graduation
applications.
Deadline for dropping courses.
Summer Commencement.
Official closing Second Summer Session - 5 p.m.

